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Executive Summary
Within the Collective Tagging task, two primary tools have been enhanced for this third
prototype: the Obstacle Tagging Service and the Sapelli data collection platform. Work
related to the Obstacle Tagging Service since the last prototype has focused on the
creation of Notes in OSM and the introduction of the ability to allow the marking of an
obstacle type when the obstacle is recorded, and a reason. Facilitating the project’s nontechnical end users providing such kind of information requires sophisticated considerations
about the overall process. It must be guaranteed that the ultimate information to be included
in OSM must be semantically and syntactically correct. This can only be checked by
someone knowledgeable of OSM technologies. Therefore, responsible partner University of
Heidelberg (UHei) created a system architecture including a professional middleman, who
will receive input in the form of free-text OSM Notes plus the selection of available categories
of obstacle types (e.g. surface, smoothness, kerb etc.) and reasons (e.g. cobblestone, rough,
6cm kerb height) from end users. This professional will then “translate” the end user’s
obstacle notification into valid OSM categories.
Further enhancements to the Sapelli platform, which allows to collect tags without internet
connection and subsequent transfer of tags on explicit request, or automatically, when
internet becomes available, have focussed on easier setup and integration with the
Community Maps platform of Mapping for Change. Firstly, an extension to GeoKey (the
backend database that supports Community Maps) was implemented to add direct support
for Sapelli. Within an update to the Sapelli app, functionality was added that allowed a user
to select the server which they would like to send data to, with the additional ability to set a
transmission schedule so that new (or unsent) data is automatically forwarded at regular
intervals.
After last year's implementation of the feature for tagging the accessibility of toilets in
Wheelmap, this year's new developments related to Wheelmap focussed on integrating
Wheelmap into two very widely used third party websites, ImmobilienScout24 and Gelbe
Seiten, the German Yellow Pages website. By making accessibility information directly
available on these sites, for all people who are looking up information (rather than only those
who seek specialist information e.g. for wheelchair users), the topic of accessibility is directly
brought into the mainstream.
With regard to the Participatory Sensing task, work has focused on one tool for “subjective”
participatory sensing, namely a sentiment mapping tool for location-based capturing of
emotional responses to places; and two tools for “objective” participatory sensing, namely an
extension to Wheelmap which allows semi-automatic capturing of accessibility data via
sensors included in next generation smart phones and tablets, and an app for automatic,
sensor-based capturing of data on sidewalk surface quality via current-generation smart
phones. The three tools have been co-developed to different degrees of maturity, based on
feedback obtained during piloting with participants of the end user target audiences. While
the sentiment mapper and the surface quality measurement tools are available in “proof-ofconcept” versions but would need additional effort to be able to be used by laypersons, the
Wheelmap Tango feature has already been included in the standard Wheelmap app
available from appstores and installed of the smart phones of thousands of Wheelmap
activists throughout the world. As Tango becomes more widely available, users will be able
to immediately start measuring things using the Tango feature as the functionality is already
embedded and will automatically “switch on” when the tango sensors are detected.
The tools for assessment of OpenStreetMap Data Quality use open source technologies to
investigate what is the level of sidewalk data completeness in OSM data. Two different tools,
namely OSMatrix and the Quality Assurance Editor, have been extended for this purpose.
OSMatrix processes various attributes of OSM data and provides some aggregated statistics
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of how much data is available in certain selected times (four times per year). This tool has
been extended to provide statistics about sidewalk information. The tool can be used to
assess OSM sidewalk data completeness in all European regions. Furthermore, in order to
check the sidewalk information for a selected object, the already available open source tool
called Quality Assurance Editor was extended. This tool allows users to check missing data
about sidewalks per object and further allows to edit and update the information directly into
OpenStreetMap. Therefore, the tool provides functionality of assessing as well as enriching
the quality of data in terms of its completeness. Another tool that has been developed is
called "Why is it routing this way?". This tool, which integrates into OpenRouteService, allows
users to check the completeness of OSM data regarding sidewalk attributes for a selected
route suggestion that has been provided by the routing engine. It helps in communicating the
lack of certain data to the user, so that s/he can understand why the routing service is
suggesting a longer path, in case a shorter route option exists and is neglected because lack
of certain sidewalk attributes in OSM database. We have invited users from OSM community
to test the tools and provide feedback on how we can improve them in the future.
The main work of the Data Integration Task in the reporting period started with an
evaluation of available elevation data from Vienna and London. First inspections of the data
sets proved that both would be suitable for deriving slope values with sufficient accuracy.
Practically, we had to start with one of the datasets, and the project consortium concordantly
decided for London. Eventually, however, these plans were abandoned in favour of another –
so far unforeseen – objective that had originated within the visualisation task. Users of the
visualisation interface had formulated a strong demand for being able to enter the name of a
city or region or any administrative area into a search field, and then directly being shown the
Wheelmap tags of the respective area. This also included the possibility to compute statistics
for administrative units. Following up this demand enforced mechanisms of uniquely
matching a given name with the desired location, then fetching the respective administrative
boundary as given in OSM, and presenting the so selected geographical area within the
rectangular map frame of the user interface together with the region’s statistical Wheelmap
tag data. As simple as it has been stated, this task turned out to be involve some surprising
particularities and complexity. The actual task was identifying and classifying the right
boundaries on the right administrative levels within OSM, and to import and in some cases
also repair incorrectly defined boundaries in order to insert the information into OWH. In
order to allow efficient queries to OWH, we created mechanisms of storing statistical data
with the boundaries. Due to the continuous updates of OSM we then also had to establish
corresponding updates to the statistical data stored within OWH.
The Routing and Navigation algorithms utilise the Heidelberg-based, publicly available
OpenRouteService (ORS), which itself runs on top of OSM. The achieved routing
functionality has progressed in various ways in this reporting period. The wheelchair profile
has now global coverage. Furthermore, kerb data, particularly the kerb data that had been
integrated in the Data Integration Task by Fraunhofer in the previous reporting period, is now
considered during any wheelchair route computation. In this respect, the user is able to
specify the maximum height of kerb he feels comfortable with. Moreover, routing on a
separate network that includes sidewalks has been implemented and could be
demonstrated. This is accompanied by the activities to allow routes to cross open spaces,
such as market squares or plazas, rather than routing on their outline. In order to activate the
community to contribute relevant data, we have documented all necessary tag information in
the OSM Wiki. We have invited users for testing and improved ORS based on user feedback
(cf. the respective section for details).
Within the MyAccessible.EU Navigation App, functionality has been added which
integrates with the Obstacle Tagger service (Collective Tagging). By integrating the tagging
functionality into the navigation app, users no longer have to switch between apps when an
obstacle is encountered during a navigation process, and the information recorded can be
immediately taken into account to regenerate a new route. Additional efforts have been
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placed on the server side of the navigation service aiming at improving the suitability of the
landmarks identified for routing instructions, and the Android app has seen enhancements to
reduce interference by loss of GPS signal.
One of the major functional improvements achieved within the Visualisation task was the
unique identification of a geographical area by typing its name, supported by OSM name
resolver Nominatim, then retrieving the area by selection of its administrative border, and
maintaining tagging statistics of administrative borders in OWH. The effort related to the
handling of administrative borders and keeping statistics for them has been described within
the Data Integration task in this deliverable, as per se it has no visual component. The
second major improvement of the visualisation dashboard eliminated the biggest flaw of the
old interface: when a user started to change the visible geographical area of the map by
panning or zooming operations, this automatically started the computation of tagged objects
for the new area. Not only this computation of the number of objects but also the statistical
graphs and their placements on the map had to be computed again. In cases where the user
had not yet reached the “final” destination of his pan or zoom operations, further panning or
zooming was disabled by the internal computations. The initial intention of keeping pace with
the user’s manipulations of the map could not be resolved in practice. The conclusion was
that the user must explicitly tell the system “I’m ready now”. Hence, the system will only start
computing after receiving an explicit signal from the user by way of the so-called GO-button.
Exhibit 1: Matrix of CAP4Access WP3 Tasks and Tools
Previously New
existing tool tools
Tagging

Wheelmap

Sensing
Quality
assessment
Data
Integration

Routing &
Navigation

Visualisation

Awareness
Raising

OSMatrix

PoI-Checker

Community Map



Sapelli Platform (MfC)



# Sentiment Mapper (UCL)
# Wheelmap Tango App
(Sozialh.)

Wheelmap

Routing & Navigation Tools
(UHei)

Obstacle Tagging Tool
(UHei)

# OSMatrix-4Q (UHei)
# More Attributes (UHei)
# for all Europe









Quality Assurance Editor
(UHei)
# Kerb Data Integrator (IAIS)
# Slope Data Integrator
(Method, IAIS)
# Administrative
Boundaries (IAIS)

# My Accessible.EU
navigation tool (UHei)
#Reachability Analysis
(UHei)
# R&N using dropped kerb
data (UHei)
# Landmark-based
navigation (UHei)
# R&N using sidewalks
(UHei)



Offline Mapper,
Wheelmap goes to
school, Wheelmap
Ambassador

Open Street Map
(OSM)

Sidewalk Sensing Tool
(IAIS)

OpenRoute
Service

Wheelmap,
Community Map,
GeoTemCo

OpenRoute-Service
ORS

# Viz-Dashboard (IAIS)
# Usability

# OWH - OSM Wheelmap
History (IAIS),
# Offline Statistics (IAIS)
# Online Statistics
(Ranking, Comparison)

# Region Statistics tool
(IAIS)
#
MapMyDay (SH)
# Revamped Ambassador
programme & activist blog

Expanding the awareness raising activities around the use of Wheelmap, implementing the
MapMyDay format in several new variations and actively recruiting Wheelmap ambassadors
are among the developments that have helped to boost visibility of Wheelmap worldwide and
to promote use over the last year. Building on the huge success of 2015’s MapMyDay
campaign for the International Day of Persons with a Disability, another campaign was held
in 2016 for World Tourism Day in close collaboration with ENAT, the European Network for
Accessible Tourism. The Wheelmap Blog was completely revamped in order to make it more
informative, attractive and easier to use, and ultimately, to improve communication with the
Wheelmap community. The new Blog, which also features FAQs carefully tailored to the
needs of activists based on Sozialhelden’s experience in recent years, has been designed to
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enable third parties to carry out accessibility related activities and events by themselves. Due
to all these efforts Wheelmap now has surpassed the mark of 715,000 tagged places and
continues to grow steadily.
In the table in Exhibit 1, the text in red colour indicates the newly developed tools and
features in each of the seven “technology strands” of the project and the main platform on
which they have been launched, in addition to the tools developed in the earlier reporting
periods.
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Introduction
This Deliverable describes the third public release of the set of developed tools, including
tools for collective tagging; applications for participatory sensing; tools for assessing data
quality; tools for integration of data from available sources and data exchange between
platforms; services and tools for routing for people with limited mobility; tools for visualisation
of Wheelmap tagging states and histories; tools for supporting awareness raising and
collective action.
The Deliverable thus comprises the third version of tools to be piloted for collectively
gathering and sharing spatial information for improving accessibility, integrating newly
acquired external data, showing the overall status of the coverage of accessibility
information, comparative analysis between regions, and routing and navigation support.
For every task of WP3 the deliverable first describes the starting point that was reached after
the second release of tools. Next it describes what the task has achieved in the reporting
period, its current functionality and status. The third section presents how the codevelopments process between developers and the prospected users was organised and the
communication that took place.

1

Collective Tagging

The Collective Tagging task of the CAP4Access project focuses on facilitating the
volunteered collection of information relating to the accessibility of real world locations.

1.1

Starting Point

The beginning concept for the collective tagging tool was to provide a system that allowed
users to add tags to OSM objects directly that related to accessibility. Several user stories
were identified that fit the collective tagging task such as needing to know about accessible
toilets, whether disabled public parking spaces are available, if the inside of supermarkets
have wide enough aisles, accessibility of tourist sites, and the location of recreation sites that
are available for children and young people with disabilities.
Wheelmap, the online, worldwide map for finding and tagging wheelchair accessible places,
had already been launched in 2010. Wheelmap allows users to find accessible places –
shops, cafés and restaurants, museums, doctor's offices etc. – on an online map covering
the whole world, based on OSM. If the wheelchair-accessibility of a place has not been
reviewed yet, users are invited to tag places themselves using their smartphone, tablet or
desktop computer. In 2015 and within the context of CAP4Access, a feature for tagging
accessible toilet was added, as described in Del. 3.4. The search interface was enhanced to
allow people to look for accessible toilets in the vicinity of their current location. In addition,
Wheelmap can now also be included as a so-called widget on third parties' websites, i.e. it
can be seamlessly integrated e.g. on the web presence of a municipality or service provider.
While the current version of Wheelmap can be used to address a number of the user stories
developed in the first phase of the project, it was evident that in some instances more
detailed information is needed as opposed to just knowing if a location is marked as
accessible or not. In particular, with the Routing and Navigation tool (§5) it is not
appropriate to say that a particular footpath is accessible or not, as this depends on personal
preferences and abilities. For example, an athletic manual wheelchair user may be capable
of mounting a kerb that is 3 cm high, whereas an electric wheelchair user may only be able
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to get up 1cm of kerb. Therefore, it was decided that providing a tool to allow the collection of
this more detailed information was required.
After initial development of the Obstacle Tagging tool that allowed the direct editing and
adding of tags within OSM, it was found that many novice users simply could not enter
information correctly. In some instance they were discouraged by not knowing how to enter
tags and values, and in others they simply entered incorrect information that could not be
used by other services. Therefore it was decided to develop a service that did not require
knowledge about the OSM tagging mechanism and instead allowed users to enter
information in the form of free text. This text could then be used by experienced OSM editors
to enter information into OSM. Facilitation of this knowledge transfer between data gatherer
and data editor was provided via the use of OSM Notes which are synonymous with stickynotes stuck on a map describing something that needs to be updated. Ultimately, the
decision was made to focus on the collection of information about features that could
become obstacles as opposed to collecting information about all features in the environment.
In addition to the development of the tagging app, Mapping for Change also made use of the
Sapelli app for collecting obstacle information in rural areas in the UK. This data could then
be directly imported into the obstacle tagging service using the API. The main reason for
making use of the Sapelli app is that it does not require a data connection at the time of data
gathering which made it very useful for gathering accessibility information by National Trails
officers regarding public footpaths in the countryside of the UK. The Sapelli tool was already
existing prior to CAP4Access (for mapping in remote environments such as the Congo
Basin), and has been extended to be of particular use for the CAP4Access project.

1.2

Developments for Third Prototype

Within the Collective Tagging task, two primary tools have been enhanced: the Obstacle
Tagging service and the Sapelli data collection platform. The Wheelmap application has
seen no further revisions as activities have focused on fostering collection of data via the
accessible toilet feature introduced for the Second Prototype, and integration of Wheelmap in
a number of widely-used information portals including ImmobilienScout24 and the German
Yellow Pages (Gelbe Seiten) web service.

1.2.1 Wheelmap
Extensive negotiations with a range of providers of information portals mainly from Germany
have resulted in Wheelmap being fully integrated into two heavily used websites, namely
ImmobilienScout24 and the German Gelbe Seiten (Yellow Pages).
Wheelmap integration on ImmobilienScout24
With 7 million visitors to their website per month, ImmobilienScout24 (IS24) is the largest
online real estate platform in Germany. Since Sozialhelden has been founded, there has
been a lot of cooperation with ImmobilienScout24, with ideas being exchanged on how they
can help each other out in their specific areas of expertise. For quite some time there have
been discussions going on between the two parties about the possibility of implementing
Wheelmap into the IS24 website, directly where the properties for rent and sale are offered.
The idea behind this is that when someone with a physical disability looks for a place to live,
not only is the accessibility of the apartment itself important to him or her, but also the
accessibility of places in the neighbourhood for people with mobility impairments. The
apartment hunter wants to know if the supermarket, subway station, family doctor and
hairdresser in the vicinity are accessible with a wheelchair, walking aid or similar before
deciding if the apartment is worth considering. Every property that is offered on IS24 has its
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own page with extensive information, including a map that shows the direct vicinity of the
apartment.
Because IS24 is always seeking ways to better fulfil the needs of its users and to expand its
services it was a logical step for the two partners to work on a way to get the information
from Wheelmap onto the IS24 maps. The time was ripe in summer 2016 and the annual IS24
Social Day, during which employees volunteer for a very wide variety of social projects,
offered a perfect opportunity for implementing this idea. A group of IS24 employees with the
relevant expertise signed up for a daylong session to work out the technical details. By the
end of the day they had created the new Wheelmap feature and after a bit more testing and
fine tuning the feature was officially launched in August.
Exhibit 2: Wheelmap integration on ImmobilienScout24

Exhibit 3: ImmobilienScout24 view displaying wheelchair accessibility of the neighbourhood
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Every month the 1.5 million properties on the IS24 website are viewed a total of 2 billion
times. And every time the possibility of viewing the neighbourhood through a wheelchair
accessibility filter is presented to the visitor. Importantly, even people that never use this
feature see it displayed just as prominently as the feature for comparing rental prices in the
area and the availability of internet services. This is a subtle form of awareness raising that
brings the topic of disability directly into the mainstream. And of course every visitor that is
interested in learning more about the wheelchair accessibility of a neighbourhood is provided
with this information instantly without having to go the detour of first going to the Wheelmap
website, see the screenshot in Exhibit 3.
Wheelmap integration in German Yellow Pages (“Gelbe Seiten”)
The German Yellow Pages has recently added the wheelchair accessibility information from
Wheelmap to their listings. In total 250,000 datasets from Wheelmap were added to the
listings. This means that in addition to the added information for people who need this
additional accessibility information directly this is another form of awareness raising for the
general public. The Wheelmap database is fully integrated, which means that updates to the
accessibility status of a place on Wheelmap are automatically displayed on the Yellow Pages
website as well.
As with the case of the ImmobilienScout feature this too brings the topic of accessibility
directly into the mainstream.
Exhibit 4: German Yellow Pages website displaying Wheelmap accessibility status of a place

1.2.2 Obstacle Tagging
Work within the Collective Tagging task since the last prototype has focused on the creation
of Notes in OSM and the introduction of the ability to allow the marking of an obstacle type
when the obstacle is recorded.
Creation of Notes
As discussed in the previous deliverable (D3.4) one of the primary functions of the Tagging
Service was to create Notes on OSM which provide information to human OSM editors
allowing them to add or update information within the base dataset. Within the second
prototype, the majority of groundwork to facilitate this had been conducted, and in this
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current deliverable the full feature has been realised and now Notes are created on OSM
when a permanent (as marked by the user) obstacle is recorded. Non-permanent obstacles
include items such as closed footpaths due to construction work or flooded areas.
As well as creating Notes on OSM, the service also facilitates the discussion of these
between users of the Tagging Service and OSM via the comments that are attached directly
to an OSM Note. Using the OSM Notes API it is possible to view and create these
comments, and thus functionality has been added to allow this (Exhibit 5). When a Note is
created on OSM via the tagging of an obstacle, the ID of the Note from OSM is stored in the
obstacle record. This value can then be used to access the Note on OSM via its API and
view/create comments.
Exhibit 5: Example of commenting on Notes

Selection of Feature Type
An item that had been discussed in previous meetings with experts was that it would be
beneficial to allow users to indicate a type of obstacle, or even suggest the tag that should be
entered into OSM. As the primary focus of the tagging tool was to allow novice users to
provide information without needing to understand the OSM tag schema, it was decided that
getting the users to suggest a tag would not fit within the target of the app. Therefore, it was
decided that although a user should be able to select the feature type from a list, the direct
entering of a tag value via a text field should not be allowed. However, functionality was
added to the service that means when a user chooses an obstacle type, a proposed tag for
that feature could be added to the Note created. This process will now be discussed in more
detail.
The ability for users to select an obstacle type and the reason for why it is an obstacle has
been introduced via drop down list boxes (Exhibit 6). When a user creates a new obstacle
record, they select the type of obstacle (surface, smoothness, kerb etc.) from the list which
then requests from the server a list of all possible reasons (for that obstacle type) that have
been already entered in the system (i.e. cobblestone, rough, 6cm kerb height). The user can
select from this reason dropdown list why the particular feature is an obstacle.
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Exhibit 6: Tagging app screenshot showing obstacle type and reason selection

The obstacle type and reason are stored in the service against the obstacle record. The
schema used for the obstacle type functionality is presented in Exhibit 7. From that it can be
seen that a reason is attached to an obstacle. This reason is in turn associated with an
obstacle type record, with both the type and reason records being linked to localised values.
These localised values are textual strings that represent the value of the obstacle type and
reason in various languages contained within the system. Within the type and reason
objects, an OSM attribute describes what the tag (for the type) and tag value (for the reason)
should be. These localised and OSM values are verified by users, a process which will be
described shortly.
Exhibit 7: database schema for localised tags and values
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In the initial form, the database of obstacle types and reasons comprised of information
gathered from the questionnaire conducted early in the project and from obstacles that were
tagged when the system was used prior to the current prototype. However, as these may not
reflect the full spectrum of the obstacles that may occur, it was decided that it is important to
allow users to enter new obstacle types and reasons. For example, though the obstacle type
of “surface” is present, a user may identify a surface (the reason) that is not present in the
system, such as “pebbles”. In that case, though the user can select the obstacle type
(surface) they cannot select the reason (pebbles). To enable this, the user can select “other”
from the list (both for type and reason) which then allows them to create a new value via a
text box. This poses new challenges though as the value entered would only be for one
locale, and there may be an error in spelling. To reduce this problem, when a user creates a
new type or reason, it does not appear in the service to other users until it has been “verified”
by an authorised user.
The verification process has three purposes:
1. To ensure that information being entered by users is correct,
2. To enter a more suitable OSM tag/value if the automatically generated one does not
fit (the automated tag/value is the text entered by the user with formatting applied to
remove whitespace),
3. To add translations for the other locales that exist in the system.
These verifications can only be performed by users created on the system who are marked
as “verifiers”. These users are created by a system admin using their email address. This
then generates a random access key which the user must enter along with their username
when they verify items through the service. Though this user verification and generation
process is currently simplistic in nature, there is the possibility for it to be extended in the
future if more information is needed or a more secure process is required.
The main benefits of providing the functionality to enter an obstacle type and reason is
threefold:
1. The information can be used within the Notes generated to suggest OSM tag/values
for the OSM editors,
2. The potential obstacles obtained from OSM can be derived from the type/reasons
entered which means that the service reflects what users are actually tagging,
3. The information gathered can be used to identify which types of objects are being
marked as obstacles without having to analyse the textual descriptions entered.
Other developments
Outside of the two core enhancements to the service since the last deliverable (creation of
Notes and entering of obstacle type and reason), a number of smaller enhancements have
been made.
As the service allows users to upload images of obstacles to a publicly viewable website, it
was decided that further methods should be implemented to protect privacy. As such, when
an image is uploaded to the service, it is automatically analysed and any faces that are
detected are blurred out in the image before saving to the service database using the
OpenCV image processing library.
After feedback from users was gathered, one issue identified was that on some devices the
text shown on the base map (i.e. street names) was too small to be read. Upon investigation,
this was found to be due to a problem within the library used for showing the map. Although
this issue was corrected in a later version of the library, this newer library was not available
for the underlying methods used to build the Android application. As such, to facilitate the
use of the newer library, the whole Android application was migrated from the previous
development tool (Eclipse which used Maven) to Android Studio which makes use of a
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different (Gradl) build process. This migration required the restructuring of the directory
structure, as well as modification to several files used in the build process. After the migration
and update of the library, maps displayed correctly on high resolution screens and the labels
contained were far more legible.

1.2.3 Sapelli
During developments for the third release of tools, enhancements to Sapelli have focussed
on easier setup and integration with the Community Maps platform of Mapping for Change.
In previous implementations, data collected on the device had to be manually imported into
Community Maps for display. After piloting of the tool and consultation with the National
Trails team, it was identified that this was seen as a cumbersome and time consuming
exercise. Therefore, as part of the co-design process, Sapelli was further developed to
address the constraints identified. Firstly, an extension to GeoKey (the backend database
that supports Community Maps) was implemented to add direct support for Sapelli. This
extension allowed users to upload Sapelli projects (resulting in corresponding GeoKey
projects), and Sapelli-produced data to GeoKey via its admin interface (Exhibit 8).
Exhibit 8: Community Maps/GeoKey interface showing the Sapelli extension

Within an update to the Sapelli app, functionality was added that allowed a user to select the
server which they would like to send data to, with the additional ability to set a transmission
schedule so that new (or unsent) data is automatically forwarded at regular intervals. This
allows for information to be automatically published on the project’s Community Map
interface (Exhibit 9). With some alteration to the Obstacle Tagging Service, it would also be
possible for this data transmission method to directly publish to the Tagging Service,
although there were insufficient resources available to implement these alterations at the
current time.
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Exhibit 9: Sapelli data forwarding setup

To address the issue raised about the setup process on handsets being time consuming, an
automatic project upload process was created. This is of particular benefit when the Sapelli
tool is used within a mapping exercise with a group of volunteers. The Sapelli extension to
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GeoKey (discussed earlier) allows users to install the Sapelli project on an Android device by
simply scanning a QR code suing the Sapelli Collector app (Exhibit 10).
Exhibit 10: Sapelli project download via QR code

1.3

Co-development and Piloting

With regard to Wheelmap, co-creation through frequent and intensive exchange with
Wheelmap end users has played a key role in further development of the tagging platform
throughout the CAP4Access lifespan. The table below lists the mapping activities undertaken
in 2016, as announced at the time of writing (end October 2016).
Exhibit 11: Wheelmap Related Activities for Awareness Raising 2016
Date

Event

14/4/2016

Location

Results

Mapping Event ChangeX

Dublin, IE

40 places mapped (low number because of
technical issues with the app that was not
working properly at that time)

4/5/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

Beirat für
Menschen mit
Behinderung

Eutin, DE

Promotion for Wheelmap.org and mobile
ramps with flyers

5/5/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

Lebenshilfe im
Kreis Steinfurt

Steinfurt, DE

Promotion for Wheelmap.org with flyers

7/5/2016

School mapping Geschwister
event
Scholl-Schule

Emsdetten, DE Connected to the city event "Wie
barrierefrei ist Emdetten?", day on
accessibility with information on the central
market of town. 60 places mapped

10/5/2016

Mapping event Paritätische

Warendorf, DE 80 places mapped in May
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Date

Event

Organization

Location

Results

Berlin, DE

Accessibility day in the district Gropiusstadt
in Berlin, awareness raising and promotion
for mobile ramps and Wheelmap.org

München, DE

400 places mapped including 200 places
that have been created

Wohlfahrtsverba
nd Warendorf
21/5/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

31/5/2016

Mapping event TU München

2/6/2016

Mapping event Medien HAK
Graz, AT
Münzgrabenstraß
e

Students discover the accessibility of the
environment by using a wheelchair;
awareness raising; 25 places mapped

4/6/2016

Mapping event Malteser Jugend

Sigmaringen,
DE

140 places mapped

7/6/2016 23/6/2016

Mapping

private

Curacao

100 places tagged within two weeks of
vacation

11/6/2016

MapMyDay
Oldenburg/ I.

Stadt Oldenburg

Oldenburg, DE

15/6/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

Barrierefreies
Riedstadt

Riedstadt, DE

Health day in town, promotion for
Wheelmap.org with flyers

June 2016

Mapping
training and
events

Sardinia Open
Data

Cagliari, IT

Trained members of the Paraplegic
Association of Cagliari (Sardinia) about the
use of Wheelmap, how to contribute and
collect data. 2 mapping parties outside to
collect data and 3 indoor lessons to teach
them how Wheelmap.org works.

13/7/2016

School mapping Wohnverbund
event
Rheinfelden

Rheinfelden,
DE

40 places mapped, 13 students involved

14/7/2016

Presentation +
discussion

private/ local
activists

Offenbach, DE Awareness raising with 30 partcipants.
Topic: "Achtung Barriere(frei?)! Mit dem
Rollstuhl unterwegs..."

15/7/2016

Social Day

Immoscout
GmbH

Berlin, DE

Mapping with 18 participants, 150 places
tagged or added (regular event, will be
continued in 2017)

22/7/2016

Social Day

Scout24-Gruppe

München, DE

Mapping with 12 participants, 250 places
tagged or added

29/7/2016

Mapping event Open Summer
School Carrús –
Toscar

Elche, ES

80 girls and boys between the ages of 12
and 16, 30 places mapped

21/8/2016

Mapping Event Malteser
Hilfsdienst e.V.

Hildesheim,
DE

175 places mapped

30/8/2016

Wheelmap
presentation

Landkreis
Ansbach

Ansbach, DE

Introduction into Wheelmap.org to the
political local representatives. Community
committed to initiate a school mapping
project in 2017

1/9/2016

Mapping tour

Sozialhelden e.V. Mariendorf,
Berlin, DE

30 places mapped during app testing walk
on office meeting

24/9/2016

Mapping event Urlaub & Pflege
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Date

Event

Organization

Location

Results

e.V.

Münster, DE

Sozialhelden,
ENAT

Europe, World 3000 marked places (next event planned
for April 2017)

27/9/2016 4/10/2016

MapMyDay

27/9/2016

Mapping event Mapping for
Change

1/10/2016 31/10/2016

Mapping month Dalhousie School Halifax, CA
of Occupational
Therapy

4/10/2016 4/11/2016

School Mapping Landkreis
Competition
Böblingen

Böblingen, DE 26 school classes are on tour mapping with
Wheelmap.org in school time and freetime
together with seniors and mobility
impaired people. Students interact with
shop owners and involve shop owners into
discussions about accessibility. Intense local
media coverage. Mapped places in 3
weeks: 1500 marked places.

7/10/2016

Codeweek
SAP SE
Kickoff,
employee event

Walldorf, DE

22/10/2016

MapMyDay
Oldenburg / II.

Stadt Oldenburg

Oldenburg, DE Awareness Raising and introduction, data
collected on paper (Data will be
implemented on Wheelmap.org)

24/10/2016

Mapping tour

Miguel Herandez Elche, ES
University

Mapped the buildings on campus, 19 places

7/11/2016

Freiwilligentag
(volunteers'
day)

Freiwilligenagent Halle/Saale,
ur Halle
DE

t.b.a.

t.b.a.

Mapping event Stiftung
Berlin, DE
Warentest Berlin

14/11/2016
– 1/1/2017

Kickoff
Stepspots

t.b.a.

Mapping event Zukunftsbüro

Kiel, DE

2/12/2016

Mapping event ZSI

Wien, AT

9/12/2016

Mapping event Hochschule für
Gesundheit

Wattenscheid, t.b.a.
DE

Streetspotr

Thessaloniki,
GR

World Tourism Day mapping party, ~300
places tagged
560 places tagged

Introduction into Wheelmap.org and how
people can contribute; awareness raising
for accessibility (In planning: Mapping
event for international SAP offices)

t.b.a.

3 biggest cities Collection of photos and wheelmap data
in FR, ES, IT,
UK, SE, DK, FI,
NL, BE, IE, RU,
RO, plus 20
biggest cities
in DE
t.b.a.

Apart from direct feedback received from participants at mapping events, the Wheelmap
development team has benefitted from input obtained via the Wheelmap community blog1
and the Wheelmap user voice forum2, as well as from e-mails received directly from users.
1

https://community.wheelmap.org/

2

https://wheelmap.uservoice.com
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Already shortly after the launch of Wheelmap.org, the first users suggested distinguishing
between accessibility of a place and whether the place features an accessible toilet. While
the original intention had been to cover such cases with the “limited accessibility” (yellow)
tag, many users found that separation of both would be useful, as this would make explicit
information on where a wheelchair accessible toilet can be found – in practice often a key
determinant in decisions about whether to visit a place or not, and also of much relevance for
wheelchair users when out and about. For the latter purpose, a separate tag for “toilet
accessible yes/no” also allows Wheelmap to indicate where the next accessible toilet can be
found from the current location.
For establishment of the toilet feature, co-development also included suggesting to the OSM
community introduction of a new tag in OpenStreetMap3:
Key:toilets:wheelchair
Description: States if a location has a wheelchair accessible toilet or not.
Group: Properties
Used on these elements:

Useful combination:

 wheelchair=*
 amenity=*
Usage:
toilets:wheelchair=yes

 The location has one or more toilets which is accessible for wheelchair users.
The criteria for acceptable accessibility:

 Doorway’s inner width min. 90 cm
 Clear space min. 150 x 150 cm
 Wheelchair-height toilet seat
 Folding grab rails
 Accessible hand basin
toilets:wheelchair=no

 The location does not have a toilet which is accessible for wheelchair users.
toilets:wheelchair is missing

 If the tag toilets:wheelchair is missing, the accessibility is considered unknown (no need to tag as
unknown).

This proposal was approved4, which means that – as with the Wheelmap accessibility tag –
the data collected via the Wheelmap accessible toilet feature can be uploaded to OSM and
as such are available for re-use by any other OSM-based application.
3

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Proposed_features/toilets:wheelchair
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The feedback received after introduction of the accessible toilet feature on Wheelmap.org
(including mobile apps) was very positive, and toilet related information has since been
rapidly added to Wheelmap by taggers. One of the suggestions received for improvement of
the feature concerned addition of an option “place has no toilet at all” (i.e. neither an
accessible nor an inaccessible toilet). As was discussed with the proposers, addition of this
option poses a challenge because of the basic mapping rules of OSM. Work is ongoing at
the time of writing, which requires a change to the Wheelmap API5.
During the development of the Obstacle Tagging service, feedback regarding features and
enhancements have been gathered from a number of sources. The tool itself has been used
in Vienna and London during practical exercises with feedback being incorporated into
iterative enhancements. In early stages, the tool relied purely on textual descriptions being
provided, but after initial usage feedback was received that being able to take photographs of
obstacles would be highly beneficial. Therefore, this feature was added to the service, with a
later enhancement added to automatically detect and blur faces when images were uploaded
to the service.
One of the key engagements that shaped a number of features in the tool was with regard to
the creation of OSM Notes when users tagged obstacles. Discussion was held with the OSM
community through discussion channels and it was highlighted that for the Notes API to be
used successfully a number of considerations needed to be addressed.
1. The Notes should be created from a single user account and not anonymously. This
ensures that creation can be monitored and action taken if needed.
2. The creation of Notes should not be performed on the individual (mobile) devices but
on a centralised service. This means that the administrator of the service has the
ability to turn the Note creation functionality off immediately if needed via a small
change to a settings file of the service.
3. Creators of Notes must agree to the OSM terms of usage. Without this agreement it is
not possible for OSM editors to make use of the text provided.
4. Actions need to be taken in an attempt to reduce replication of information. Basically,
Notes should not be created about information in OSM that is already present and
correct.
As such, a number of functionalities were implemented in the web service and tool to ensure
that these considerations were met.
1. All notes are created using a MyAccessible.EU OSM account.
2. The call to the Notes API is only conducted by the server component of the service
when a new obstacle is recorded.
3. Users must acknowledge that they agree to the OSM terms of service when the app
is started
4. Features on the map are highlighted that could be obstacles or that other users have
already tagged.
During discussions held at workshops with experts and the advisory board, the idea was
raised that there should be some functionality that allows users to select the type of obstacle
rather than provide a textual description. The main concern was that the textual description
could be too vague and ambiguous to be used for entering information on OSM. Therefore,
the functionality has been entered into the system that allows users to select a feature type
and the reason it is an obstacle. For example, the user can select “smoothness” and
“impassable” to indicate that the smoothness of a surface is an obstacle because it makes it
impassable (the values for smoothness were taken directly from the OSM Wiki of tag values
4

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:toilets:wheelchair

5

See https://github.com/sozialhelden/wheelmap/issues/331.
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that should be used). This information is then passed along with the textual description when
the Note is created as a suggestion as to what tag may be suitable. If a value is not present,
the user can enter a new item which is then available for other users to select. The ability to
provide a textual description of the obstacle still remains however.
In addition to these targeted enhancements, throughout the development of the tool testing
has been conducted and bug fixes made based on feedback from users, whether they be
internal testers, project partners, or target end users.
With regard to the Sapelli application, another aspect that was highlighted early on by users
was that in several places, a data connection may not be available for mobile devices or the
user may not want to upload large quantities of data until they reach a WiFi connection. As a
means of reducing data usage, obstacles are only uploaded when the user instructs the app
to do so, meaning that they can wait until they are connected to WiFi before sending the text
and images to the server. Although this reduces the amount of data being transmitted over
the mobile network, the app is not truly functional without a data connection as data needs to
be transmitted between the server and the device to display items such as the base map,
obstacle type and reasons, and to present features that have already been tagged. As a
means of addressing this concern, MappingForChange implemented a Sapelli application
that makes use of the Obstacle Tagger API to create obstacles. The Sapelli app does not
need a data connection and rather than directly uploading the obstacles to the server, a file is
created detailing the obstacle created. This information can then be passed to the Obstacle
Tagger API to create the information on the server via direct interface with the API (i.e.
through an upload page created for the service or via a script to read the data and call the
API remotely). As part of the co-development process of the Sapelli tool, enhancements
have been made regarding the ease of project setup and data forwarding, as described
earlier.

1.4

Conclusions and Future Use

The Wheelmap project will continue developing its collective tagging aspects independently
after completion of the CAP4Access project. The next step that will take Wheelmap to
another level is the work being done on the project “Accessibility Cloud” which is working to
establish a standard for wheelchair accessibility and to make it possible to share accessibility
data with a wide variety of other data owners. At this point a cooperation has been entered
into with two other Wheelmap-like projects, Jaccede in France and AXS Maps in the United
States. By opening up their data to each other, these three projects will vastly increase the
information available to their own users. We are in contact with a wide variety of other data
owners and mapping initiatives to make accessibility data easily available for free on a wide
variety of platforms. Mainstream services such as Google Maps and FourSqure are also
amongst those with whom we are looking into possibilities for sharing accessibility data via
the Accessibility Cloud.6
The Wheelmap team is working together with the accessible tourism team of Lonely Planet
to bring mapping accessibility information into the tourism mainstream. Wheelmap is featured
in Lonely Planet’s new Accessible Travel Guide and further cooperation is planned for the
coming months.7
The REWE supermarket chain in Austria has approached the Wheelmap team with the
request to share their data. The result is that all their stores, which number in the several
thousand, will be added to Wheelmap in the coming months. In this vein Wheelmap will
continue to approach and work together with partners worldwide to increase the number of
6

https://www.accessibility.cloud/

7

http://shop.lonelyplanet.com/world/accessible-travel-online-resources-2017/
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places on Wheelmap on the one hand, and to generally make accessibility information more
easily and widely available on a wide variety of platforms and services.
The other tools developed as part of the Collective Tagging task have focused on collecting
information that would be usable for other services such as the tools developed for the
Routing and Navigation task (§5). They have aimed at making the data collection process as
simple as possible whilst maintaining the possibility to gather rich information. As opposed to
the initial concept of collecting information that contributes to the accessibility of places, it
was decided to instead focus on identifying obstacles in the environment and then
documenting why they form obstacles (such as a rough cobblestone surface, presence of
steps on a footpath etc.) Early on it became clear that novice users struggled with the OSM
tagging mechanisms, and so a two-tiered approach8 was adopted which split the data
gathering process between two types of user. On one hand there was a user who
experienced the obstacle and yet may not know how to enter the information into OSM, and
on the other hand was a user who knows how to enter the information but does not
necessarily know what features can be seen as obstacles. Ultimately, the approach aims at
facilitating the users to do “what they know best” whilst avoiding the need for them to address
other tasks that they may not be comfortable or experienced with.
The tool has been tested throughout development in London and Vienna, with additional
functionality testing in Heidelberg. Two primary phases of testing in a live pilot site
circumstances (the tool was used for gathering actual obstacle information) have been
conducted, with the first phase focussing on “proof of concept” for the tool itself, and the
second phase creating real OSM Notes. As such, though a number of obstacles have been
tagged, only those created during the second phase of testing generated Notes that could be
used for updating the OSM dataset. Through these testing phases, it has been seen that the
tool can be used to gather information about obstacles and that the corresponding Notes can
be used by OSM editors to address issues and missing information in the OSM dataset. For
example, during a trial session in Vienna, a user observed that a set of unavoidable steps
were present on a footpath. After creating the obstacle (and thus a corresponding Note), an
OSM editor was able to add these steps to OSM. However, as some Notes that were created
were not acted upon, it may be required that OSM editors need to be made more aware of
how these Notes can be used.
As with all development, there are aspects that could see continued development to enhance
the tool. One such example is the approach used to verify new obstacle types and reasons in
the system. Currently a simplistic authentication approach has been adopted which could be
extended in the future to be more intuitive and secure. Also, it may be beneficial to add
functionality to alert verification users to the presence of new items that require attention.
Aside from the development enhancements, future research into the uptake and
understanding of OSM Notes could be beneficial as a means of optimising the usage of the
data collected by the tagging service. To facilitate the future adaption of the tagging service,
code for the Android tagging app, web server and web map will be made available on
GitHub.
Through the presentation of the two-tiered data collection approach in the scientific
community8, it is also perceived that the underlying methods could be used in various other
fields and applications such as the collection of land use information, documentation of
changes to urban structure, and in reporting other issues relating to accessibility (i.e.
presence of tactile paving for the blind). During the dissemination of the work at the AGILE
conference in 2016, feedback was received from other members of the academic community
who could see how the methods could be used for other data collection tasks. In particular,
people had experienced similar issues relating to the entering of information by

8

Rousell, A., Hahmann, S. & Mobasheriy, A. A Two-Tiered Approach to OSM Data Collection for Novice Users. 19th AGILE
Conference on Geographic Information Science. Helsinki, Finnland.
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inexperienced users, and welcomed the concept of using the Notes functionality to remove
the burden of data entry from these users.
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2

Participatory Sensing

Work on this technological strand has focused on three types of tools:


A sentiment mapping tool for location-based capturing of emotional responses to places
(section 2.1);



An extension to Wheelmap which allows semi-automatic capturing of accessibility data
via sensors included in next generation smart phones and tablets (section 2.2);



An app for automatic, sensor-based capturing of data on sidewalk surface quality via
current-generation smart phones (section 2.3).

These tools cover the diversity of the spectrum of participatory sensing approaches from
“objective sensing” to “subjective sensing”9. Objective participatory sensing is associated
with the “objective” physical measurement of features in the physical environment or of
personal physical characteristics or functioning (e.g. heart rate). This objective measurement
functionality has been implemented in the case of the Wheelmap Tango App and the
smartphone-based capturing of sidewalk data discussed in 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. The
measurement of internal emotional or evaluative states of mind using crowdsourcing
approaches are referred to as “subjective participatory sensing”, here defined as the
ability to record a qualitative and subjective report of a mental state such as an emotion or
evaluation. The sentiment mapper described directly below is an example of such a
subjective sensing tool.
The three tools have been co-developed to different degrees of maturity, based on feedback
obtained during piloting with participants of the end user target audiences. While the
sentiment mapper and the surface quality measurement tools are available in “proof-ofconcept” versions they would need additional effort to be able to be used by laypersons. On
the other hand, the Wheelmap Tango feature has already been included in the standard
Wheelmap app available from appstores and installed on the smart phones of thousands of
Wheelmap activists throughout the world. Its use depends, however, on Tango-enabled
smart phones to become more widely available on the market, which is expected to start
happening in 2017.

2.1

Location-Based Capturing of Sentiments

2.1.1 Starting point
As defined in D3.2, the focus of this technological development strand is on the
measurement of subjective states (sentiments), i.e. the ability to record a qualitative,
subjective report of a mental state such as an emotion or evaluation. The objective of this
development work in CAP4Access has been to complement efforts of objective sensing (see
Chapter Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. and 2.3) with the
emerging work in mapping such subjective sensing of qualitative factors, intangible,
emotional aspects to represent a greater understanding of the total environment of a place.
Recent work on participatory sensing and related work in psychology and survey
methodology have developed the idea of mapping human emotions, reports of subjective
well-being, and other evaluations to places and/or features of the built or natural
environment. A particular finding of research into measuring subjective well-being is that
respondents tend to be unreliable in reporting past subjective states (known as the problem
9

Compare: Khan, W. Z., Xiang, Y., Aalsalem, M. Y., & Arshad, Q. (2013). Mobile phone sensing systems: A survey.
Communications Surveys & Tutorials, IEEE, 15(1), 402-427.
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of “biased recall”, noted in Hicks et al, 201010) and so research into experienced well-being
began to develop research techniques of real-time recording of subjective states. The key
here is that the respondent is providing an assessment of their well-being in real time and at
a particular location. This research began in the early 1980s, when “beepers” were used to
prompt research participants to record subjective experiences, and which has obviously
developed greatly with recent smartphone technologies and the prevalence of smartphone
ownership.
The trigger for sampling of experiences can be event-based, such as passing a particular
location or the occurrence of a particular event, or time-based such as being prompted to
provide an assessment at specific intervals or based on a random time interval11. Note that
this corresponds roughly to sensing tasks being triggered by the “current context” (i.e., a
particular location or activity/event) or automatically (set at pre-specified intervals) as defined
in Kanhere (2013)12.
A recent research development drawn from environmental psychology is to use smart
phones to measure emotional responses about particular environments. One long-standing
research tradition is with regards to the “sense of place”, which is also known as “place
attachment” which uses cartographic measures such as evaluative maps to measure a large
set of possible subjective evaluations of places. Other research has used physical sensors
(such as galvanic skin response measures) to provide biological information from which
emotional responses can be inferred. More recently, research has developed in the field of
“sentiment mapping”. Although much sentiment mapping is based around content analysis of
micro-blogging data (e.g., tweets, Facebook posts, Flickr images), more recent research has
begun to use pre-defined emotional categories as well as unstructured evaluations with geolocated notifications13 to measure the quality of the environment using mobile phones. This
research trend’s developing popularity can be seen in the fact that one of four UK Transport
System Catapult research projects is devoted to the topic of “Sentiment Mapping in
Transport Systems”14.
Against this background, CAP4Access developed and tested an early prototype of a
sentiment mapper app to be used on mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets.

2.1.2 Development of prototype
For the development of an early prototype of the MyAccessible.EU Sentiment Mapper, a first
step was to build and launch a Minimal Viable Product (MVP), i.e. functionality was meant to
be stripped back to that which tests the core idea, and to a limited audience. This prototype
was then to be discussed with members of the target user audience at pilot sites in order to
take a decision whether to widen the pilot to a broader audience and iterate the apps
functionality based on feedback.
The early prototype was developed as a web app that allows users to view a live localised
map where they can both view sentiment-based content added by others as well as add their
own content. The user journey (e.g., which messages should the site lead with, how should
target customer navigate through the site, and what should the call to actions be?) was
defined using the following example:

10

Hicks, J., Ramanathan, N., Kim, D., Monibi, M., Selsky, J., Hansen, M., & Estrin, D. (2010, October). Andwellness: an open
mobile system for activity and experience sampling. In Wireless Health 2010 (pp. 34-43). ACM.

11

Shiffman, S., A.A. Stone and M.R. Hufford (2008). “Ecological Momentary Assessment”. Annual Review of Clinical
Psychology, 4: 1-32.

12

Kanhere, S. S. (2013). Participatory sensing: Crowdsourcing data from mobile smart phones in urban spaces. In Distributed
Computing and Internet Technology (pp. 19-26). Springer Berlin Heidelberg.

13

Mody, R. N., Willis, K. S., & Kerstein, R. (2009, November). WiMo: location-based emotion tagging. In Proceedings of the
8th international Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia (p. 14). ACM.

14

https://ts.catapult.org.uk/sentiment-mapping
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A user visits Trafalgar Square in London. They open the website and view the map based on
their current location. They see a map marker near a ramp which when expanded gives
some feedback on the ramp. They then want to add a marker next to some stairs, so they
click and add content for other people to see. There is no login and anyone can view and add
comments.
The prototype was developed by a specialised agency (Blueflamingo, Twickenham, UK)
allowing for this type of journey. During the planning phase wireframes were created to
ensure the exact functionality of every screen is understood before coding started. The back
end was developed in Django/Python and the front end in HTML5/CSS. Implementation of
responsive design allowed the website to adjust appropriately based on the device the user
is viewing it from. As the user switches from their laptop to tablet, to mobile, the website
automatically switches to accommodate for resolution, image size and scripting abilities.
Twitter Bootstrap 3.0 was used as the site’s responsive framework. The prototype is online at
http://46.101.83.249/.
The screenshots below seek to demonstrate how the website works. The welcome screen
depicts the map of London, but any place in the world can be accessed using the search
function (left in the menu bar at top of page). By clicking on the “location” symbol next to the
search mask, the user can centre the map on their current location, so long as the device
used provides this information (typically dependent on privacy settings). The sentiment key is
introduced in the centre of the menu bar; white colour indicates feeling of safety while red
indicates feeling unsafe. A 7-point Likert scale is used for the purpose.
Exhibit 12: Welcome screen on MyAccessible.EU Sentiment Mapper

The button at the right side of the menu bar invites users to add a place to the map. A click
on the button will trigger an explanation (“Choose a location and place a marker”); placing
the cursor on the part of the map where a new location is to be added (Exhibit 13) will open a
dialogue asking the user to respond to four questions about how safe they feel at this
location, i.e. concerning physical safety; no fear of crime; welcoming location; and inclusive
location. For each, the user is asked to choose one of the seven points on the Likert scale. In
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addition, users have the option to add a description (“Describe the current location and how
you are feeling”) and add a photo they have taken at the place from their device’s file system.
Exhibit 13: Adding a location on MyAccessible.EU Sentiment Mapper

Once saved, the data uploaded can be retrieved by the user (or others who have access to
the map, e.g. a researcher) by clicking on the “location” symbols on the map (Exhibit 14).
Each symbol is coloured according to the average feeling of safety according the data
uploaded, again using the same colour key as the Likert scale in the “add location” dialogue.
Exhibit 14: Display of location-based sentiment information on the map
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Comments left by the user are shown under the result of the sentiment mapping. Photos
uploaded are displayed as well in the format of a large thumbnail. Clicking on the thumbnail
opens the photo in a larger window.

2.1.3 Conclusions and Future Use
The MyAccessible.EU Sentiment Mapper was developed up to early prototype level, which
allowed the project to engage representatives of the target audience at each of the
CAP4Access pilot sites in discussions about the concept and its usefulness regarding
crowdsourcing of accessibility-related data. Feedback indicated that sentiments about places
in a city’s built environment do indeed play a strong role in personal decisions about, for
instance, whether to visit a place or not and whether to choose a particular route from A to B
rather than another one. End user representatives had difficulty, however, in perceiving
themselves using the sentiment mapping application in practice as the utility of the data
would only become apparent once larger numbers of people start uploading data to the map.
There appears to be a barrier among layperson users to report publicly about emotions such
as feelings of safety if they have little control of what the data are used for afterwards.
Moreover, test persons in wheelchairs reported that they are unlikely to use their mobile
device to upload data about feeling unsafe at a public place, primarily because this action
would expose them to a greater extent to the danger (i.e. risk of theft) that they would be
providing information about.
The consensus from our discussions at pilot sites was that the sentiment mapping app would
be most useful in the context of research projects that seek to explore over a limited period of
time how citizens and/or visitors perceive a certain part of a city in terms of feelings of safety.
For this purpose, volunteers would need to be equipped with end devices featuring the
sentiment mapper and provided with instructions about how to use it. Such research could
very well be initiated and run by laypersons in the sense of citizen science approaches.
In the context of CAP4Access, the decision was taken to terminate our research into
sentiment mapping at this point, rather than to invest more effort into further developing the
app, e.g. by developing a mobile app and working on the data storage concept to be used for
large-scale piloting. This freed up resources for development of a different and possibly more
promising participatory sensing application, described in the following section.

2.2

Wheelmap Tango App – Capturing Accessibility Data
with Measuring Tools

2.2.1 Starting Point
Based on past experience from mapping parties and feedback received from Wheelmap
users, the idea for the Wheelmap Tango App has been to make use of the latest
developments in consumer devices that allow 3D-sensing of the surrounding for the purpose
of allowing laypersons to easier and more precisely take measurements on the accessibility
of places. Using the new Tango technology developed by Google (see box below), a new
feature has been added to the Wheelmap Android app15 in accordance with the CAP4Access
workplan:
"The types of data sources [...] [to be used by] the tools [will include][...]: Data collected by
users through equipment with (semi-)automatic systems, e.g. data from sensors fixed to the

15

The feature is not available for the Wheelmap IOS and Windows versions, as future Tango-enabled devices are very likely
to use Android as operating system.
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wheelchair (e.g. quantifying the force required by wheelchair users to access different parts
of the environment) or use of smartphone sensors through apps.)"
The new sensors in “Project Tango”-enabled devices allow 3D-sensing of one’s
surroundings, making it possible to take measurements in three dimensions by using a
Tango-enabled tablet or smartphone.16
Project Tango17
Tango is a novel platform that uses computer vision to enable mobile devices, such as
smartphones and tablets, to detect their position relative to the world around them without
using GPS or other external signals. It is similar to how a human person uses her eyes to
find her way to a room, and then to know where she is in the room
and where the floor, the walls, and objects around her are.
These physical relationships are an essential part of how we
move through our daily lives. Tango gives mobile devices this kind of understanding by
using three core technologies: Motion Tracking, Area Learning, and Depth Perception.
Motion Tracking means that a Tango device can track its own movement and orientation
through 3D space. Walk around with a device and move it forward, backward, up, or down,
or tilt it in any direction, and it can tell you where it is and which way it's facing. It's similar
to how a mouse works, but instead of moving around on a flat surface, the world is your
mousepad.
Area Learning means that device can remember what it sees, and it can also save and
recall that information. When you enter a previously saved area, the device uses a process
called localization to recognize where you are in the area.
Depth perception means that the device can understand the shape of its surroundings.
This lets developers create "augmented reality" applications, where virtual objects not only
appear to be a part of the user’s actual environment, but can also interact with that
environment.
For the purpose of CAP4Access, possibly the most relevant feature is Tango’s capability to
take measurements of an object in space simply by pointing the device at it and using the
cursor to place start and end points for the measurement. This capability was used already
by early Tango-based development projects such as MeasureIt18.
The first consumer device featuring Tango capability, a smartphone from Lenovo, was
launched in summer 2016 and is available for purchase in shops since November 2016.
With a price of €500, the Phab 2 Pro has attracted considerable attention from experts and
the broader public. Lenovo and other manufacturers including Asus has announced the
launch of further Tango-enabled smartphones in 2017 and beyond19. Some industry
insiders expect that spread of Tango-enabled devices will lift off if the gaming community
takes a fancy at the augmented reality capability offered by Tango, which they think will
happen during 2017.20

The goals of implementing the Tango technology into the Wheelmap app have been to:


Make Wheelmap data more accurate and objective with on-location measurements
related to the accessibility of a location.

16

A demo video of the new feature presented in May 2016 at the
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b74VtGGJPBg [accessed 29-12-2016, 17:00]

17

Sources: https://developers.google.com/tango/ [accessed 29-12-2016, 17:00] and

18

http://project-tango-measureit.android.informer.com/

19

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/asus-project-tango-news/

20

Dotson, C. (2016) ‘How Android N and Google I/O 16 Will Change Android Gaming: New technology, hardware, and
features will change the way you play games’, Lifewire, October 18, URL: https://www.lifewire.com/android-n-and-google-io-16-gaming-4049170
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Motivate participants of our organized mapping events with cutting edge technology.



Create an inspiring demo use case of new technology for social good.

User Stories
The individual functions to be implemented with the Tango technology were defined based
on the following user stories:
Measure door width and upload as a photo
As a user of the Wheelmap Android app using a Tango-enabled smartphone or tablet, I want
to be able to take precise measurements of a place’s entrances (width in cm) and add this
info to the Wheelmap place, so others can determine more precisely if this place is
accessible for them.
User flow:


Open Wheelmap Android App on Tango device



login



open place detail page



next to the “photo” icon I find a “measure” icon and tap on it



The user is presented with:
o

A live feed from camera

o

a pointer (a dot in a circle)

o

status indicator of sensors (circle is green when ready, additional text info what
the sensor problem might be; eg. too dark)

o

tap button to set point A (eg. on left side of the door)

o

user then selects point B (eg. right side of the door)

o

a line in between the points is shown together with the measurement (eg. 0.7m
or even 0.72m if this precision is possible)

o

another finish/shutter button to take a screenshot of this



The screenshot displaying the measurements is then uploaded to Wheelmap just like a
normal photo



The photo is shown alongside the other photos on the place detail page on Wheelmap.

Measure height of a step
The user story and user flow description for measuring the height of a step is essentially the
same as for the width of a door, except of course that the measurement is not carried out
horizontally but vertically, from the bottom to the top edge of the step.
Measure inclination/angle of a ramp
As a user of the Wheelmap Android app using a Tango-enabled smartphone or tablet, I want
to measure the slope of a ramp at a place’s entrance, so wheelchair users can determine
more precisely if the ramp is manageable for them, given their individual situation.
User flow for “measure slope” is similar to “door width” with these additional steps:


user selects point A (the lower end of the ramp)



user then selects point B (the upper end of the ramp)



then a triangle is shown with the slope measurement as a percentage



The user can then take a screenshot
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a sketch of the measurement is automatically added to the right side of the photo (and is
part of the photo)



The photo is uploaded to Wheelmap

Measure the free area around a toilet
As a user of the Wheelmap Android app using a Tango-enabled smartphone or tablet, I want
to measure the area around a toilet so wheelchair users can determine individually if there is
sufficient free space to maneuver as needed when using the restroom.
User flow is similar to “door width with these additional steps:


user selects point A (point on the wall behind the toilet to the far left of the free area)



user then selects point B (point on the wall behind the toilet to the far right of the free
area)



user then selects point C (outermost point to the left and in front of the free area)



user then selects point D (outermost point to the right and in front of the free area)



then an rectangle is shown with the measurement of the free area



The user can then take a screenshot



a sketch of the measurement is automatically added to the right side of the photo (and is
part of the photo)



The photo is uploaded to Wheelmap

2.2.2 Development of Prototpye
Based on these user stories and using the already existing Tango-enabled MeaureIt app
(see above) the Sozialhelden team created the concept for the Wheelmap Tango app. By
experimenting with the MeasureIt app and applying its capabilities and shortcomings to the
specific use cases for Wheelmap users a detailed picture evolved of what the final product
should and could be able to do. This draft concept was visualized by the developers in the
mock up pictured below.
Exhibit 15: Mock up of Wheelmap Tango app in development

Using this mock up as the starting point, the Tango technology was then developed in Java
and integrated into the Wheelmap app using components from the Tango Support Library.
One of these components is responsible for connecting itself with the system service for the
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Tango integration, thereby making the sensor data available to the app. Another component
from the Library is responsible for indicating typical problems that arise when using the
device and providing the user with solutions. Such problems can occur when the user moves
the device too quickly, covers the depth perception camera or tries to take measurements in
bad lighting conditions.
The 3D engine Rajawali was used for displaying the data and to place objects in three
dimensions. This is an 3D engine which was developed specifically for use with Android. It is
based on OPEN GL in the versions 2.0 and 3.0 and uses Java.
During the development process there was constant contact with the developers to fine tune
the feature in accordance with user feedback. One specific, interesting example of this
occurred when the developers ran into an issue during the development process and posted
it on GitHub, prompting a community member to offer a solution21.
After the Wheelmap app was successfully enhanced with the new Tango feature, an updated
version was released on the Google Play Store22.. The following screenshots show the
released Tango feature “in action”, as the user is guided through the process of measuring
doors, ramps and areas and adding the information to Wheelmap, step by step.
Exhibit 16: Screen of Wheelmap app for Android with new icon for “measuring”

After clicking on the icon the camera is activated and the user can choose what he or she
wants to measure in the upper left hand of the screen, see screenshots below.
Exhibit 17: Successive screens after activation of “measuring” feature

21

See https://github.com/googlesamples/tango-examples-java/issues/81

22

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.wheelmap.android.online&hl=en
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When setting out to measure the width of a door, the user is instructed in simple and precise
language how to go about doing that. The app shows exactly what is being measured from
which point to which point, and then calculates the distance instantly and displays the result
in the form known from augmented reality applications, i.e. on top of the image currently
being received by the device’s photo lens.
Exhibit 18: Door measurement feature (top) with display of measurement result in augmented
reality format (bottom)

The user is then asked to confirm that the photo and the measurement can be used as is, or
he or she can choose to repeat the process. A comment can be added about the photo, .e.g.
a description of which entrance the image shows, and the collected information is then
saved. The user is then informed that the photo has been successfully uploaded and that it
may take some time to be visible on Wheelmap.
Exhibit 19: Confimation of measurement (left hand) and commentary option (right hand)
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The same process is followed for measuring the height of a step, the slope of a ramp, and for
the free area surrounding a toilet.
Exhibit 20: Measurement of step heights (top left), slope of a ramp (top right) and toilet space
(bottom left), and photo augmented with toilet space measurement data (bottom right)

After the user has confirmed and saved the photo (or photos), it appears in the detailed
information field of the location on Wheelmap and can be viewed by all future users who are
seeking information about this place (Exhibit 21). This additional, very precise information
can help the user to determine even better if this particular location is accessible for him or
her individually.
Exhibit 21: Uploaded photos augmented with measurements data as displayed on Wheelmap
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2.2.3 Co-development and piloting
At pilot sites Vienna and London, as well as in Bonn and Berlin, Tango-enabled-devices
(Lenovo Phab2 Pro smartphones and Google Tango Development Kit tablets) were used
extensively to test the Tango feature on Wheelmap between October and December 2016.
The Tango-enabled Phab2 Pro had originally been announced for release in September
2016. Unfortunately, Lenovo was not able to meet this launch date and delayed the release
several times. To make matters worse, at the same time the Google Development Kit tablet
was no longer available for purchase. In order to be able to actively test the Wheelmap
Tango feature anyway in the short time available, Sozialhelden was able to get some devices
delivered from Google directly. Google in San Francisco sent us Phab2 Pro test devices for
our testers to use, even before they were on the market, and Google Munich sent Tango
Development Kits that they still had at the Munich office.
Exhibit 22: Tango Feature Tool Testing Guidelines
Tool Testing Guidelines
Testing the Tango App with: experts (technically inclined users), newbies (technically noninclined user), and wheelchair user(s). Map app. 2-4 places for each of the four possible TANGO
measurements: Door, Surface, Steps and Ramps
1) Tango measurements
In the Tango App the user can choose from the following four measurements: Door, Steps,
Ramp and Toilet


Width/Height
o



doors, passage (shelves in a supermarket, door handle

Surface
o

toilets, space in a cafe, double door/



Steps



Ramp

2) Process
Think about variety of measurements in regards to the following four issues:


Distance
o



Shadow/light
o



Does shadow or light make a difference for image recognition of Tango?

Colour
o



Keep e.g. about 1 meter distance to object than 3 meters)

Are there differences between grey door frame/grey wall and grey door
frame/red wall?

Moving / standing measurement
o

Stand still for one measurement, i.e. just move phone and move with phone for
next measurement

3) Interpretation


robustness / user flow



o not complicated to use (and follow necessary steps)
o repeatable
accuracy, acceptance

4) Recommendations
What can be improved? What were suggestions by users etc.
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ZSI drafted testing guidelines (see Exhibit 22) to ensure structured testing protocols. The
following paragraphs combine the results and recommendations gathered through testing
and discussion with target end users.
User feedback and recommendations
When a user opens the measuring function on Wheelmap, the screen dialogue starts with
suggesting to measure door width (Exhibit 17). Some users found this slightly confusing, as it
appears at first sight that it is only possible to measure the width of a door, although on the
right corner it is possible to select between ‘Door’, ‘Steps’, ‘Ramps’ and ‘Toilet’. In a future
update it may be better to ask “What do you want to measure? and have the selection option
more visible instead of the current description on how to measure door width.
Exhibit 23: Showing that the lighting can make it hard to define the greys on the app

The measurement process itself worked fine in general, but users reported from some
difficulties related to non-ideal lighting and lack of contrast. These difficulties appear to be
due to shortcomings of the Tango system rather than the Wheelmap Tango feature, as they
are also reported in specialised press articles about early experience with Tango-enabled
devices in general23. There is reason to expect that some of these “teething problems” will be
resolved via future updates of the Tango software and/or in future devices featuring Tango
capability.
Trials to measure places during the evening / at dawn often suffered from lack of contrast as
it was too dark (Exhibit 24). When placing the device on a door, the feature tells you that it is
unable to take a photograph due to a lack of contrast. The information is important to the
user to know why it is not possible to take any measurements. Some users missed a note or
comment somewhere in the function that it is best to map during daylight, i.e. that it might not
be possible to map doors or steps in front of bars when going out in the evening.
In terms of accuracy of the measurement, throughout the testing accuracy proved to be
dependent on the distance between Tango device and the object (Exhibit 25 and Exhibit 26).
Depending on whether an object was measured from close or far distance the measurement
varied; we found that measurement taken from a 1 meter distance provided the most
accurate measurement. Thus, it should be considered whether to recommend users to keep
1-2 meters distance from the object when measuring, whenever possible.

23

For example, see Wiggers, K. (2016) ‘Lenovo Phab 2 Pro review’, Digital Trends, http://www.digitaltrends.com/cell-phonereviews/lenovo-phab-2-pro-review/, which reported that “Google Tango has tracking problems”.
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Exhibit 24: Information telling the user to improve contrast / lightning conditions

Exhibit 25: Left side: measurement ~30cm away; right side: measurement ~1 meter away

Exhibit 26: Left side: measurement ~20 cm away; right side: measurement ~1 meter away

Further, as shown in the two pictures below (Exhibit 27 and Exhibit 28) for measuring toilets
or other surfaces it results in more exact measurements if a user stands in the middle of the
room and moves around (if possible) to capture the corners to measure. This information –
standing in the middle and moving – could be added to the description of how to measure a
toilet.
“Toilet is hard to measure when you can’t access all four corners, I had to move a bin to take
the photo.” (comment by a tester)
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Exhibit 27: Measurement of toilet taken from standing in the middle of the room

Exhibit 28: Same measurement, taken from standing in the middle of room and moving around

Managing the measurement data: When placing the measuring point on the points to be
measured, e.g. left and right side of a door frame once the feature captures one point to be
measured it is not possible to delete it. Test users reported that it happened that a measuring
point was slightly misplaced, for instance when measuring a toilet, so a function enabling the
user to delete selected parts of the measurement would be helpful. Currently the user has to
delete the whole measurement and start over again.
In the version used for testing, comments added by the user did not end up on the
Wheelmap place page, an error which has been addressed by the time of writing. Further
feedback about possible improvements concerned the possibility to measure ramps that go
around a corner rather than a ramp that is just in a straight line. Also the option to simply
delete photos is currently not provided by the mobile app, if some were taken by mistake or
in poor lighting24.
Other test persons voiced a wish that photos taken with the Wheelmap app, especially those
that have been augmented with measurement data, could be stored on the device rather
than (or in addition to) be uploaded to the Wheelmap database. This would help reduce
frustration in the event of connectivity problems, which can lead to the loss of photos taken
before they can be uploaded to Wheelmap.
In regards to overall user experience, test users did not make any critical remarks. The
project received positive feedback on the short complementary guidelines provided on
24

This possibility only exists for users who have registered on Wheelmap.org using their OSM account, in which case pictures
uploaded can be viewed and deleted under the “photo album” menu point.
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Wheelmap, e.g. what do I need to do to measure a door? The information helps the user to
know what points he or she needs to mark with the feature in order to take the measurement.

2.2.4 Conclusions and future use
The ability to involve end users in piloting and co-developing the Tango Wheelmap feature
has been limited by time constraints, as only three months were available for testing the tool
under real-world conditions. Nevertheless, the feedback obtained clearly indicates that the
Tango feature on Wheelmap provides a novel and highly innovative opportunity to use
crowdsourcing for adding further valuable information about the accessibility of places to
Wheelmap. Apart from the usefulness of the measurement data itself for Wheelmap users,
the Tango feature has proven to be very appealing to end users and therefore could add to
the “fun” aspect of mapping activities.
Based on the results of piloting and after some changes were carried out to improve
performance, since late December 2016 the standard Wheelmap Android app available from
appstores comes equipped with the Tango measurement feature. The Wheelmap specific
feedback from the users will be addressed in the next update of the Tango-enabled
Wheelmap app and incorporated in so far as it is useful and feasible.
For the time being, however, the number of potential users will be very limited because of the
low number of Tango-enabled devices in use. As Tango becomes more widely available,
users will be able to immediately start measuring things using the Tango feature as the
functionality is already embedded and will automatically “switch on” when the tango sensors
are detected. Currently, the main potential lies in use in the context of mapping parties and
other collective mapping activities, for which one or a few Tango smartphones could be
provided by Sozialhelden. Moreover, there is the idea to equip Wheelmap ambassadors with
Lenovo Phab2 Pro or another Tango-enabled smartphone to use them in discussions and
cooperation with local stakeholders.
If and when Tango capability becomes more widely available among smartphones and
tablets in use, more thorough tool testing involving large numbers of end users will be
required. The coming months will also show whether the basic Tango technology will
undergo substantial updates and changes to tackle some of the shortcomings experienced
by test users so far. In this case it may be necessary to adapt the Wheelmap Tango feature
as well.

2.3

Smartphone-based Capturing of Sidewalk Quality

In spring/Summer 2016, IAIS initiated and oversaw a bachelor project for a student of
geography. The general objective was to experiment with smartphone sensor technology for
the capturing of sidewalk quality data. Results of the completed work were selected for
presentation in a student session within the 2016 FOSS4G Conference25.

2.3.1 Starting point
The primary goal of the experiment was if and at which quality one could derive data about
sidewalk quality by applying a smartphone to a wheelchair or any other device that can be
moved along sidewalks. In the context of the CAP4Access project we set the objective to
classify sidewalks into categories red, yellow, or green representing not-accessible, limited
accessible, and accessible. Measuring should be done with standard smartphone equipment,
the experimental design as a whole should be kept simple.

25

http://2016.foss4g.org/students-presentations.html
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2.3.2 Development of prototype
Experimental Design
As a smartphone a Samsung Galaxy SII model was available. For measuring, storing and
delivering the amplitudes in x, y, and z axes of the smartphone’s gyroscope device, the freely
available “Physics Toolbox Acceleration26” app has been used.
Two different types of vehicles were used. The one was a self-constructed very simple
platform consisting of four rubber wheels, a wooden board, a cleaning rod for pulling, and a
cardboard on top where the smart phone could be fixed (Exhibit 29) with the smartphone
fixed within the cardboard, and the three axes of measurements from the measuring device.
The other was a rented wheelchair carrying a test person. Expectations were that the very
handy small handcart would react much stronger to vibrations, and possibly not be suitable
for the purpose.
Exhibit 29: The handcart vehicle pulled by a cleaning rod (left). Measurements of acceleration
in 3 axes (right)

Exhibit 30: The test area. Pictures of sample sidewalks (left), the measured sidewalks on a map
(blue lines)

26

http://physics-toolbox-accelerometer.android.informer.com/
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As a test area for the measurements we selected a quarter nearby our Institute exhibiting a
wide variety of sidewalk qualities, cf. Exhibit 30. In this area we selected 30 sidewalks that
we subjectively classified into categories of red, yellow and green. For every sidewalk and
vehicle, we measured the same segment 60 seconds each.
Data Preprocessing
For the 60 second signals it was reasonable to cut 2.5 seconds at their head and their tail.
These are the periods when the vehicles start respectively stop moving. Certainly, these
periods will have different characteristics than the moving object.
Next, it had to be clarified at what level of detail the collected raw data should be utilised.
Experimentation with initial decision tree27 constructions revealed that


Generalisation of the raw data to their 100ms gliding average was sufficient. Beyond that
level, e.g. for 150ms or 200ms, no further improvement of the classification quality could
be achieved, cf. Exhibit 31.



The measurements in x- and y-direction did only remotely contribute to classification
results. We therefore constrained the data investigation to minimum, maximum and
average values of the z-axis, which reasonably seems to comprise most of the
“bumping”-effect of uneven sidewalks.
Exhibit 31: Classification accuracy for wheelchair and test vehicle
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The data show that there was no performance gain with higher resolution than 100ms gliding average

Results
The objective was to construct an automatic classifier able to assign a red, green or yellow
label to every measurement curve as given above. The automatic classifier was learned
using decision trees. The supervised learning process relied on the subjective class
assignments manually provided in the beginning. A validation of the learned classifier was
conducted using 10-fold cross-validation28.

27

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree

28

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-validation_%28statistics%29
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Exhibit 32: Two sample measurements using the wheelchair

The lower measurements clearly show higher frequency vibrations. The blue shapes represent the raw
data, the red ones 20ms gliding averages, and the green one 100ms averages.

A major challenge for the class assignment is the sometimes erratic behaviour of the
contours over the measuring interval. Exhibit 33 shows four examples, where the colouring of
the bars represents an assignment to the respective colour due the instantaneously
measured values. The classifier must e.g. decide for the bar of sidewalk 3, measured with
the wheelchair, if the shorter red interruptions of the otherwise green bar should assign red
or green to the whole sidewalk. As stated above, we have applied supervised learning by
sorting the existing measurements into respective classes using human intuition. In principle,
one could also apply unsupervised learning. However, then we would incur other kinds of
difficulties, too specific to discuss here further.
Exhibit 33: Challenges in classification

The major problem for classification: One sidewalk segment may behave differently in various
sections. When to assign it to which class?
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2.3.3 Conclusions and Future Use
Results in terms of classification accuracy for the test vehicle and wheelchair measurements
are presented in Exhibit 34. The accuracy is above 80% in all cases, for both types of
measurements and all three colours. The test vehicle classification shows even better rates
than the wheelchair-based classification. This should, however, not be understood as a
general rule. Deviations as the ones shown are surely within the range of fluctuations that
may occur due to the relatively small set of cases (30 sidewalks) and their particularities. It
can reasonably be understood, however, that the collection of sidewalk data using such kind
of devices may substitute the use of real wheelchairs, and may thus be an alternative option.
Exhibit 34: Results in terms of classification accuracy for the test vehicle (left) and wheelchair
(right) measurements

The development task was designed as a small-scale feasibility study about using off-theshelf technology including an commonplace Android smartphone for the collection of data
about sidewalk quality. The pilot demonstrated feasibility of the concept, on the basis of
which further research and co-development work appears warranted.
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3

Data Quality Assessment

The Data quality assessment task of the CAP4Access project provides tools and methods for
measuring the fitness for use of the OpenStreetMap dataset for the purpose of routing and
navigation of people with restricted mobility. Since the nature of this task is different from
other developments, the structure of this section might as well vary. For instance, there is no
co-development section provided for this task.

3.1

Starting Point

The original task was to provide tools, respectively extend our existing tool OSMatrix, which
allows us to understand the availability, quality and completeness of OpenStreetMap data for
the purpose of Wheelchair routing. There are no specific user stories related to the data
quality assessment tools, but rather a general concern about whether OSM data is suitable
and if not, how it could be enriched to become suitable. Therefore, in order to answer these
two concerns, extensions of OSMatrix as well as extension of an already available open
source tool called quality assurance editor were developed. The main concern regarding
data quality of OSM was its completeness level. After an initial investigation, we learned that
the main relevant sidewalk information that are needed to produce proper routing
suggestions are mostly missing in OSM database. Therefore, we extended OSMatrix with the
main objective of gaining an aggregated statistical understanding on data completeness in a
given region. This tool allows decision makers and data collection planners to learn which
areas within the city have already been mapped and which areas need more attention in
future mapping events. Furthermore, for the purpose of data quality enrichment, the OSM
quality assurance editor was extended to support queries, object-based visualisation and
editing of sidewalk information in OSM. This tool facilitates single or multiple information
enrichment and can be used in mapping events by OSM users/volunteers.

3.2

Developments of Third Prototype

Improvement of the OSM Quality Assurance Editor was not needed since the second
prototype of the tool was already providing the necessary functionalities.
In case of OSMatrix, the last prototype was developed only for one of the pilot cities: Vienna.
The reason for this issue was to see if the tool works fine for one of the pilot cities and then
extend the database to cover other pilot cities as well. Therefore, the work for the third
prototype focused on how OSMatrix could be enhanced in order to support other pilot cities.
This extension has been carried out in the third prototype. A special improvement was that
instead of providing the tool for the four pilot cities (as originally planned), the new version of
the tool can be applied for any part of Europe. Although in most places one must expect to
find few sidewalk information, nevertheless the availability of the tool is useful for future data
collection planning. The main reason that we had to first focus on four pilot cities was lack of
hardware capacity to process OSM history data for all Europe. Later, this issue was solved
by preparing and using one of our main servers for this tool. However, providing the tool for
the whole world needs even more capacity, which is why for now the database only contains
data for Europe.
Furthermore, the tool has been extended to support space-time queries and the visualisation
of the availability of certain sidewalk attributes. One of the main benefits of this functionality
is that it enables decision makers to quantitatively compare the sidewalk data enrichment
process before and after data collection events. This will allow users to see how successful a
data collection event was carried out, and whether the data in the area covered in the
mapping event would be potentially suitable for proper usage of wheelchair routing service or
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would require further mapping effort. In the following, we will survey the additional
functionalities developed for the third release of OSMatrix.
Statistical investigation of sidewalk data completeness
As discussed in the previous report (D3.4) one of the primary functions of OSMatrix was to
analyse OSM data completeness regarding certain attributes. Within the second prototype,
the majority of OSMatrix extensions to support sidewalk accessibility related attributes were
conducted, while in the third prototype the full feature set with all relevant sidewalk attributes
has been completed. As mentioned earlier, this version of the services covers sidewalk data
completeness analysis and assessment in OpenStreetMap, and can be applied in every
European region.
Space-time analysis of OSM data enrichment
Space-time analysis is the major new functionality that has been added to OSMatrix. By
using this function, users are able to see how data enrichment in OSM has been progressed.
The service provides analysis on an aggregated level. It cannot relate to status changes of
individual objects. Exhibit 35 shows an example of space-time querying and analysis for road
data in an area in London. We have selected road data instead of sidewalk data, since
currently not enough sidewalk information has become available in OSM in order to show the
power of the space-time analysis functionality. Where it will become available it can be
visualised in the same way as in this example. Please note that the graph on the left hand
side includes several lines (one for each hexagonal cell with its relevant colour). The lines
are showing how the length of major highways in each cell have changed over selected
timestamps.
Exhibit 35: Example of Space-time analysis of length of major highway information in OSM for
the inner city of London

3.3

Methods and tools for data quality communication

In addition to methods and tools for the assessment and enrichment of OSM data quality, we
found it necessary to develop a tool for communicating the level of data quality to the users
of the OpenRouteService. The main reason behind this issue is that due to lack of sidewalk
attribute data in OSM, the routing service may not always provide the most efficient path.
This could make users of the service questioning its ability and efficiency. We therefore
wanted to make the main reason of an improper routing suggestion a bit more transparent to
the users of OpenRouteService. For this purpose, we developed and integrated a tool called
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“why is it routing this way?” into this service. This tool uses Overpass API technology to
query certain sidewalk attributes in OSM around the area of the suggested routes. Overpass
API provides the capability of directly querying the most updated version of the OSM
database directly from our own service. Users are able to select and visualise attributes such
as sidewalk width, incline, or kerb heights in the surroundings of the generated routes. Users
thus have a chance of understanding a lack of data completeness for those certain attributes.
Exhibit 36 shows a screenshot where the user has selected to view the missing data about
sidewalk smoothness and surface texture in a region of interest. This has so far been
implemented as a stand-alone tool, which is currently being integrated into
OpenRouteService. The Figure depicts a selected area in the city of Vienna where the
availability of surface texture (in red) and smoothness (in blue) information for sidewalks
have been queried and visualized.
Exhibit 36: Example of using the “why is it routing this way” tool for querying missing
information about sidewalk surface texture and smoothness in OSM for the inner city of Vienna

3.4

Conclusions and Future Use

The tools developed in the Data Quality Assessment task have focused on providing high
level (aggregated statistics in OSMatrix) as well as low level (object-based checking in OSM
QA editor) approaches for assessment and enrichment of OSM data quality. The OSM QA
editor facilitates collecting information usable for other services such as the tools developed
for the Routing and Navigation task (cf. Chapter 5).
For the purpose of testing OSMatrix, with the collaboration of our project partners the tool
has been sent to some OSM community members active in Vienna and London. The results
of this testing are still being collected and evaluated one by one. As with all development,
there are aspects that could be considered for enhancement of the tool. Until now several
feedback has been received and prioritized to be considered in the future development of
OSMatrix.
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4

Data Integration

4.1

Starting Point

Mobility-impaired pedestrians, such as wheelchair users or people with walking frames or
rolling walkers, have significantly different demands regarding information about their
physical environment than car drivers and non-impaired pedestrians. This is due to their
usually lesser physical abilities when it comes to e.g. taking one or more steps, mastering
slopes up- or downwards, or driving on a narrow sidewalk. The data integration task of
CAP4Access is trying to make such data available so that they can be utilized by the routing
and navigation algorithms developing in the project. As a prerequisite, the data must then be
integrated into the Open Source and Open Data platform OSM (Open Street Map).
For the development of the second prototype the decision was taken within the project to
make the data of dropped kerbs as provided by the City of Vienna available for the routing
and navigation algorithms of the project. Every single kerb data record defines the
geographical coordinates of the point where the kerb is dropped. In addition, the record
specifies the height of the kerb with one out of 4 values: 0 (kerb is 0cm), 3 (kerb up to 3 cm),
5 (kerb up to 5 cm) or “not lowered”. Of course, these points could easily just be imported
into OSM as new point data. However, the purpose of utilising these data is to make them
useful for routing and navigation, which is based on the network of streets. Therefore kerbs
must somehow be assigned to “their” respective streets. The previous deliverable D3.4
describes the specific objective, complexity and solution of this task in detail.
For the development of the third prototype, with regard to data integration, the original
intention and project-internal decision was to integrate information about the vertical slope of
sidewalks. We had identified suitable elevation data sets for pilot cities Vienna as well as
London. Plans of how to utilise the elevation data for deriving the slopes of sidewalks were in
place. The general scenario and plan will be described in section 4.2.2.
Eventually, however, these plans were abandoned in favour of another – so far unforeseen –
objective that had originated within the visualisation task. Users of the visualisation interface
had formulated a strong demand for being able to enter the name of a city or region or any
administrative area into a search field, and then directly being shown the Wheelmap tags of
the respective area. This also included the possibility to compute statistics for administrative
units – even if the results would be presented rather in a table (e.g. Excel) rather than a GIS.
Following up this demand included mechanisms of uniquely matching a given name with the
desired location, then fetching the respective administrative boundary as given in OSM, and
presenting the so selected geographical area within the rectangular map frame of the user
interface together with the region’s statistical Wheelmap tag data.
As simple as it has been stated, this task turned out to be involve some surprising
particularities and complexity, which will be described in more detail in section 4.2.1. In fact,
there was a choice of explaining this process within Chapter 6 about the visualisation task
where it originated from. We decided to put it here under the heading of “Data Integration”
because when solving the issue there is no relation to visualisation. The actual task is
identifying and classifying the right boundaries on the right administrative levels within OSM,
and to import and in some cases also repair incorrectly defined boundaries in order to insert
the information into OWH.
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4.2

Developments for Third Prototype

4.2.1 Integration of Administrative Boundaries into OWH
One particular feedback from the piloting of the 2nd prototype’s visualisation tool was the
demand for being able to select statistical data for a particular city or region within its defined
boundaries. As a result, comparisons of the tagging status among various entities based on
the exact boundaries would become more correct and acceptable.
Technical considerations led to the decision to utilise the administrative boundaries as
provided in OSM and incorporate them into our own existing OWH (OSM Wheelmap History)
database. As described in detail in D3.4, OWH had been built as a mirror of OSM containing
the nodes and information relevant for the visualisation of Wheelmap tags. The rationale of
this construction was efficiency. Directly querying the original OSM database for Wheelmap
tags and deriving statistical information had proved to be by far not efficient enough for
achieving sufficient user satisfaction.
For reasons of efficiency, including OSM’s administrative boundaries into OWH therefore
suggested itself. The architecture and updating process for OWH has been extended
accordingly as shown in Exhibit 37. As before, wheelmap-relevant changes of tags will be
integrated into OWH every minute when new OSM changesets become available. Once
every night when the OSM daily replication becomes available, OWH will also be fully rebuilt.
This process now also includes an update of the full set of administrative boundaries that is
kept in OWH.
Exhibit 37: OWH architecture and updating process

In the following we will describe the OSM administrative boundaries, their integration into
OWH, and some particular technical complications that we had to deal with.
Administrative Boundaries in OSM
OSM decided to use a common scheme of 11 levels of administrative boundaries for the
some 200 countries as defined by ISO 316629. For many countries the most detailed level 11
is not in use. Level 1 is reserved for supra-national organisations, such as e.g. the European
29

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166
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Union, but is currently not used at all. Exhibit 38 provides an excerpt of the 11-level
countries. Depending on the size of a country and its political and geographical
segmentation, several intermediate levels will be left void such that level 11 will always
contain the most fine-grained segmentation, representing kinds of neighbourhoods in many
cases. Taking Germany and The Netherlands as an example, their complete hierarchies of
political borders fit very well in this framework. It can be observed that for Germany, level 3
was left out, while in the case of The Netherlands it was applied to include the borders of
their constituent states (Aruba, Curacao, Sint Maarten).
Of course, as a general observation it can be said that the individual levels and the factual
hierarchies of the countries do not follow a common, generalizable scheme.
The process of including administrative boundaries into OWH is applied to all OSM
boundaries having a


tag boundary=administrative



tag admin_level=[2-12]



valid polygon geometry, i.e. it is a closed line, or a set of line segments (ways) closing in
a loop – possibly after applying some heuristics to repair invalid geometries.

In spite of the fact that the OSM wiki documents the levels 1 to 11, we also extract and use
the level 12 because it is used in OSM – also there are only very few such administrative
boundaries. We will see in the process further described below that the third criterion of “valid
polygon geometry” was found to be not fulfilled in several cases. Working with incorrect
polygons under the assumption that they are correct would incur the risk of program errors or
crashes.
Exhibit 38: Example of 11-level country boundaries.

Preparation of Import
In the end, what we want to import into OWH are IDs and names of the OSM administrative
boundaries. To derive this information the geometries of the administrative boundaries are
needed in the first place. One particular geometry would e.g. be a sequence of coordinates
forming a closed loop. In fact, most geometries will be of this type. In OSM, a polygon for an
administrative boundary is generally defined as a relation that consists of a set of ways (the
members of the relation). One such relation could in fact include several polygons. Such
situations are encountered when one administrative level includes multiple separated
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entities, like e.g. in the above case for The Netherlands at level 3 that includes the borders of
its Constituent States. Another application is the existence of an area including an inner area
that is not a political part of the outer area (holes). Examples are the Vatican within Rome
and Italy, or San Marino within Italy.
The idea is then to follow the OSM elements from relations to ways and nodes down to their
coordinates and build the right (multi-)polygons as sequences of coordinates. In an informal
way the process of importing administrative boundaries as geometries can be described as
follows:
1. Scan through the relations in OSM.
o

For each relation that has both tags

o

Boundary=administrative &

o

Admin_level=n, where n=2..12

o

Store the IDs of the ways that are member of the relation.

2. Scan through the ways in OSM.
o

For each way with an ID that was stored in Step 1, store the list of its reference
node IDs (i.e. the OSM identifier of coordinates which in a sequence define the
geometry of the way).

3. Scan through the nodes in OSM.
o

For every reference node identified in Step 2, store its spatial location, i.e. the
longitude and latitude of the coordinate.

4. Scan through and filter the relations in OSM again.
o

For every relation build the geometrie using the ways and nodes that have been
cached in steps 2. and 3.

Since OSM data in the common formats is stored in the order of first all nodes, then all ways
and finally the relations, a straight forward approach to assemble the geometries would be to
first scan through all the nodes and store all their geometries/point coordinates, afterwards
scan through the ways and store all of them to finally scan through the relations to build their
geometries. But due to the immense amount of data in OSM this is not possible. It is not
possible to store all nodes and ways of OSM in main memory. Therefore the above approach
is used where we only selectively store the nodes and ways that we actually need.
As a result of this process we have “translated” the administrative boundaries into
geometries. Normally, we would expect all geometries to be valid polygons or multi-polygons.
We will see in the next section that this is not always the case. In some situations where the
geometries are not valid polygons we were able to repair them into valid polygons. This will
be described in the next section.
Before doing this, we want to hint at another particularity. In the 4-step process described
above we noted that one may choose from administrative levels between 2 and 12. We
excluded level 1 because this is not applicable for individual countries. But why did we
include a 12th level? In Exhibit 38 above, and in all OSM descriptions of administrative levels
only levels from 1 to 11 are considered. In spite of these official channels, OSM factually
does include a few administrative boundaries which have been defined at level 12. Some
people seemed to have found a need to add a level of detail which could not adequately be
expressed as neighbourhoods. Anyway, for our purposes we have included level 12 into our
consideration.
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Repairing Invalid Polygons
The geometry of an administrative boundary may not be a valid polygon because


it is not a closed linear ring,



it includes self intersections.

Exhibit 39 is an example for the first option. One might speculate that an inexperienced or
inattentive OSM editor intended to describe the square in the middle of the map as the
boundary of the “Divisa de Bairro” territory. He correctly defined the left, right, and upper
boundary. As lower boundary he probably entered the name of the street passing the
territory in the south-east. The editor formed a relation for the administrative boundary that
included the three correct line segments, plus the way representing the whole passing street.
Exhibit 39: Example for a geometry which is not a closed ring

In the import process of boundaries we included a heuristic rule that tries to identify and
repair such cases. Here, the generic rule is: If a set of line segments includes a valid linear
ring, then keep this subset as the boundary. Cases such as the one just described are not
uncommon. The correct editing should have been to cut the long street into three segments,
one for the south-east section of the boundary, and a subsequent upper and lower part.
Exhibit 40 is a second example of the first option. Here, one can try following the four ways
that make up the boundary by connecting their respective start and end nodes, which can be
seen on the right hand side of the figure. A ring can start with the first way, starting with its
last node and going to the first one. The first node of the second way has the same identifier
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as the first node of the first way. Hence, we can follow up the ring going through the second
way. The last node of the second way matches with the first node of the fourth way. Going to
the end of the fourth way we can connect to the third way. Reaching the end of the third way
we should now be able to close the ring and connect to the starting point of the journey, i.e.
the last node of the first way. Here is the problem: The first and the last node of the intended
boundary are different identifiers, and according to normal standard the whole construct
would not be accepted as a valid ring.
All evidence is on the side of the author (editor) of the construct. A boundary relation has
been defined including four ways, a centre has been defined and given a name “Santhi
Nagar”, the ways look like a perfect ring on the map. The problem here is that probably
sometime in the past the one point at the end of one street and the beginning of the other
have received two different identifiers. In fact, the coordinates of the two nodes that should
have closed the ring, are exactly equal. The person defining the ring boundary will possibly
not become aware that there is a problem at all, because there is no need to look into the
nodes and their coordinates. Just composing the ways starting with the nodes is fine.
As we are primarily interested in the coordinates and geometries, and not in the names of
these nodes, we will detect and include these cases as valid polygons.
Exhibit 40: A second example of a non-closed linear ring

Another source of invalid polygons are those that expose self-intersecting boundaries.
Exhibit 41 shows an example that have been created from the tiger-database in the United
States of America. It has probably been automatically created and imported into OSM. And
maybe due to some invalid input data we ended up with an invalid result.
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Exhibit 41: Example of self-intersecting boundaries

The larger polygon on the left side includes a rectangle, shown on the right side, containing selfintersecting boundaries.

This is a rather common phenomenon. GIS experts are experienced in applying a special
technique for smoothing the contours of boundaries showing this type of irregularity. The
technical solution is to build a buffer around the zone of width 0. As a side effect, the
resulting cleanup, as shown in Exhibit 42, will then rectify the undesired blemish. In our case,
calling the routine “buffer(0)” of the Java Topology Suite JTS did the trick.
Exhibit 42: Resulting valid polygon after buffering and new alignment

Aside relations like the ones above, where we have a good confidence to generate some
appropriate geometries when using the heuristics to repair them, there are other examples
where the heuristics fail. These range from downright invalid geometries with no chance for
any useful heuristic at all (for an example see Exhibit 43), to geometries where we might
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close a cycle to produce something neither absolutely wrong nor totally right (Exhibit 44) and
some geometries that could be fixed with a good confidence to produce the correct result
(Exhibit 45). While we have a very good feeling by using the previously shown heuristics, we
decided not to go any further.
Exhibit 43: A downright invalid geometry that cannot be repaired.

Exhibit 44: A geometry that might be repaired by closing the cycle – but only with some bad
feeling for sure

When extracting the administrative bounds from planet-161010, i.e. the OSM snapshot
released on 10th October 2016, there have been 396,776 administrative bounds in the first
place. Of these we found 1,002 relations with invalid geometries. 764 of these have been
discarded while 238 have been repaired using the heuristics. In 196 cases we extracted a
cycle and in 42 cases we used the 0-buffer-trick.
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Exhibit 45: A geometry where closing the cycle would probably do the right thing

Assigning POIs to their Administrative Boundaries
As a reminder, the final objective of this whole endeavour is to have a fast and efficient way
of showing Wheelmap statistics on all levels of OSM-based administrative boundaries. What
has been discussed so far was to extract the administrative boundaries with their geometries
from a OSM-Planet file. Now the next step will be to assign to every POI in OWH the set of
all administrative boundaries that it is contained in. This will then facilitate efficient queries of
the type: “show me all POIs within boundary xyz” or “give me the percentage of wheelchairtagged nodes per country/state/…”. Without an explicit assignment between POI and
boundary such a query would have to rely on geometrical computations, much too complex
and time-consuming to perform them on the fly when executing them. Having the
administrative boundaries precomputed inside of OWH it easy (and fast) to compute arbitrary
statistics for administrative units.
The straightforward and very simple way of making these assignments is to call spatial
intersection queries within the database for every administrative boundary of the world. That
is where we started. The problem is the sheer size of the number of objects, the complexity
and size of the boundaries, particularly at the lower levels, e.g. Level 2 for countries. We
have tried all ways to improve the performance (all based on JTS), including spatial indices,
specially prepared geometries, filtering with complex hull technologies, and all failed. This
straightforward solution turned out to be intractable, even when applying multithreading
algorithms. Starting the computations for the worldwide boundaries we always only get that
far to say that the completion of the process would take by far too long for our purposes were
we would at most accept 1-2 hours.
One major problem proved to be the exactness and thus the level of detail of the boundaries
that correlates with the number of coordinates. This is a major reason bringing the queries to
their knees. So we thought of smoothing the contours of the borders as is always done when
presenting a map on screens or paper. This flattening of the borders would, however, incur
the problem of possible false assignments of POIs to incorrect boundaries. We deemed this
an invalid approach.
Eventually, we found a similar but better solution. Instead of smoothing the borderlines, we
decided to first create so-called inner geometries consisting of a regular grid covering the
respective area so that no grid element touches a borderline. Exhibit 46 shows an example
the City of Berlin. One can only guess from the figure the very detail of Berlin’s borderlines.
Actually, the OSM borderline of Berlin comprises some 3,200 coordinates. These are many
but few compared with the borderline of Germany comprising some 140,000 coordinates.
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Exhibit 46: Approximation of Berlin’s borders – the inner geometry – with the grid approach

We have generally used grid cells with a width and height of 2-6 degrees for longitude and
latitude. The inner part of the administrative boundary is the union of all grid cells that are
completely contained inside the actual geometry. In order to further improve the performance
of compute the inner of administrative boundaries, we start with a grid of width 1 degree. If
we find a grid to be contained in the actual geometry we need not check any smaller grids
that are inside. We then iterate with width sizes of 2-1, 2-2, … 2-5 until we reach 2-6.
For further illustration, Exhibit 47 shows two examples for the country of Liechtenstein and its
borders with Switzerland and Austria, and a section of the French-German border.
Exhibit 47: Inner geometries for part of the French-German border (left) and the borderline of
Liechtenstein
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The general computational approach will later be to:


intersect POIs in a first pass only with these inner geometries, which are by far simpler
with dramatically less coordinates, but entirely contained in the actual geometries. False
assignments as described in the case of smoothed borderlines are therefore excluded.



The comparably few POIs that are not covered by the inner geometries, i.e. those POIs
located between the actual border and the outer margin of the inner geometries, are then
intersected in a second pass with the actual geometry of the borderlines.

We will next say a bit more about the inner geometries. How they will be related to POIs and
OWH is the subject of the next section.
Before developing the solution using inner geometries not even a theoretical runtime could
be specified for the computational process. We could only roughly assume that the total
runtime to assign the elements of OWH to boundaries would be in the range of several days
at best.
With the new solution, the total runtime to assemble the actual geometries, apply the
repairing heuristics for invalid geometries and building the inner geometries for all countries
of the world at all administrative levels is approximately 5½ hours, running on an 8 cores
CPU and 32GB of main memory. Fortunately, we don’t think that this computation must be
done very often. Thinking practically, a new computation every several months would be
appropriate. We are currently setting up a service level procedure for doing this
automatically.
Exhibit 48: Comparison of figures regarding actual and inner geometries.

Using inner geometries was a gigantic boost in runtime for the intersection of OWH elements
with the administrative units. The better performance can best be explained by comparison of
the given OSM geometries (actual) and the geometries of the inner geometries, cf. Exhibit
48. The total number of relevant boundaries is almost the same, with 382,501 inner
boundaries roughly 10.00 less than the actual ones. The difference is due to the fact that no
inner geometries will be created once the actual geometry gets too small (no grid cell
contained entirely). But because these boundaries are so small it is not even necessary to
have inner approximations. They have so few coordinates that intersections with them are
also no problem. The actual boundaries as stored in text files amass to 4.3 Gigabytes of
GeoJson code, compared with 267 MB for inner geometries. The average number of
coordinates for actual geometries amounts to 489, and 30 for inner geometries. These last
two measures perhaps explain best the differences of the two approaches. The right side of
Exhibit 48 shows the distribution of the roughly 400,000 administrative boundaries among the
eleven levels. It shows that levels 8 and 10 together comprise about 75% of all boundaries.
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The hole preparation of administrative boundaries (i.e. assembling from OSM-planet,
repairing and generation if inner) is currently not done in any fixed interval and only every
once in a while. That is maybe once in a month or even once in two months. But that is no
problem because the administrative boundaries are rarely changed in grave manner.
Integration of Administrative Boundaries into OWH
The previous section described the preprocessing of assembling administrative boundaries
from an OSM planet file and deriving the inner geometries. Now we will discuss the
remaining steps of relating POIs to the administrative boundaries they are contained in. As
already indicated, relating POIs to their administrative units can basically be achieved by
spatial intersection queries.
These queries are run on the server that hosts the OWH database. This server is currently
equipped with 32 GB of main memory. Due to this limitation it is not able to keep the some
400,000 borderline geometries in memory all the time. Processing of the POI assignments is
therefore too slow to be included in the minutely updates that are running to adapt OWH to
new changesets of OSM. However, running the intersection of OWH elements with the
administrative boundaries is fast enough to be included in the nightly updates. This means
that the creation of a new POI over the day will only be registered with the encompassing
administrative unit and its statistics on the beginning of next day.
The runtime of intersecting POIs with administrative boundaries for the entire dataset
currently is about 10 minutes. As indicated earlier, the intersection is done in two steps:


Intersect the POI with the inner geometries.



For those POIs not yet assigned in (1), intersect with the actual geometries.

Exhibit 49 shows for the individual levels, how many POIs must be assigned in the second
pass. A general observation from the table is that the percentage of pass 2 candidates
immensely increases towards the lower levels. That is the “secret” of the technology: For
borderlines with higher number of coordinates a lesser percentage of POIs must be
processed through step 2.
Exhibit 49: Number of checks required per Level, and relative number of Step 2 checks

Example Applications
The server hosting the extended OWH database is meanwhile being hosted by Sozialhelden
who have the highest interest of keeping maintaining the statistical data and visualisation
services also beyond the limits of this project. The OWH database can now efficiently be
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queried for statistical analyses and comparisons. IAIS provided some sample queries on a
publicly accessible (but not publicly advertised) webpage, cf. Exhibit 50 below.
Exhibit 50: A webpage with sample queries to OWH

When clicking on the links shown in Exhibit 50, the “.htm”-files will deliver the result of the
query on a webpage, “.sh”-files deliver the respective query as a shell-skript, and “.txt”-files
show how the output-format of the query has been styled.
Exhibit 51: Entry “OWH-last-200” monitors new entries into OWH
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Clicking on owh-last-200.htm delivers a list of the 200 newest entries into OWH. This list
contains almost all attributes of the type and value of the tag, location on all levels, the user,
etc. Exhibit 51 only shows a small excerpt of the available columns. The mechanism behind
this query might well be used for operating a permanent monitoring dashboard.
Clicking on “since-2015-10-01.htm” delivers summary statistics about the tagging activity of
every worldwide country from October 1, 2015 (which was the start date of Sozialhelden’s
“MapMyDay” campaign) until the time of writing (i.e. the present). “Present” is meant literally
because the computation includes all tags until the hour of the request. At the beginning of
the list the tagging activity within this temporal interval is contrasted between the worldwide
activities and those in Germany, as shown in Exhibit 52. Exhibit 53 shows an excerpt of the
following alphabetically sorted country tables.
Exhibit 52: Comparison of worldwide and German-wide development of wheelchair tags

Exhibit 53: Contrasting wheelchair tags for some European countries
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Clicking on “bundesland.htm” deliver two ranking tables. The first one shows the 16 federal
states of Germany ranked according to the existing Wheelmap tags. The second table,
shown in Exhibit 54, provides a ranking with regard to the percentage of wheelchair-tagged
Wheelmap tags.
Exhibit 54: Ranking table for German federal states according to their percentage of tagged
Wheelmap POIs

4.2.2 Investigation of Elevation Data
We originally thought that elevation data would be a further valuable means as a basis to
support routing and navigation applications for mobility-impaired people. In order to be
useful, such elevation data must be quite precise. Our investigation revealed that adequate
elevation data are in fact available for our two pilot cities London and Vienna. We had started
initial considerations of how these data could be utilised for deriving the vertical slope on
sidewalks. The demand that arose for integrating polygons into the statistical analysis led to
a temporary and then final stop of these activities. Nevertheless, we want to communicate
here our initial thoughts about using elevation data.
We will do this by consideration of the elevation data provided by the UK, specifically for the
greater area of London30. This dataset provides height information for 1x1 square meter grid
cells. It is organised in a total of 3131 raster grid files, each covering an area of one square
kilometre. An example of one such grid is shown in Exhibit 55.

30

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/lidar-composite-dtm-1m1
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Exhibit 55: Example of a one square kilometre grid with height information

Further zooming into this grid, Exhibit 56 shows a more detailed example of a roundabout
including the height data.
Exhibit 56: Example roundabout
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A possible approach to compute incline for a way or a segment of a way would be to
compute some additional coordinates along the way such that no two neighbouring
coordinates would have a distance greater than a given threshold, cf. Exhibit 57. Afterwards,
for each coordinate the height can be retrieved by intersection with the height grid. Having
these height and the distance of two neighbouring coordinates it is possible to compute a
good estimate of the incline between them. Finally a slope for the whole way could be
computed by combining the slopes of the sub-segments – either using the maximum or
taking the average. If the inclines of the sub-segments would differ too much it would also be
necessary to split the way up in multiple parts with acceptable homogenous inclines.
Exhibit 57: A way and additional sampled coordinates along the line

The ways to be enriched with incline information should be appropriately filtered. First of all
only ways with a highway tag should be used. Next it would be necessary to specifically
detect and eliminate from consideration tunnels and bridges because their height does not
match the height of the ground. However, this would require the ways to be tagged
accordingly. If such information would not be provided in OSM this would incur wrong incline
information for the ways.
Exhibit 58: Example of a problematical situation
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Exhibit 59: Related tags

In Exhibit 58, we consider a related problem. We see some highway that probably is built a
bit elevated above the ground and a path crossing underneath that highway. As in fact there
is no information attached to the highway telling that it is not on the ground it would not be
possible to avoid the computation of a wrong incline for this part of the highway. Exhibit 59
shows the exact tags of the highway.
To summarise, the derivation of slope information for ways from elevation data would be
possible and a rewarding task. It is computationally challenging, but can be done. There are
cases as exemplified above requiring specific considerations. One should be prepared to find
reasonable heuristics to deal with potentially ambiguous situations. This would comprise
thoughts like “Shall I provide a warning that there might be a steep slope; or – when in doubt
– shall I exclude this way in the routing; or would it be wrong to exclude this way because the
alternative would be a big detour, etc”.

4.3

Co-development and Piloting

At the start of the project all pilot cities investigated the availability of potentially relevant local
or regional geographical data sets. All proposals were discussed and assessed with regard
to their accessibility, usability, suitability, utility and technical challenges. In terms of
accessibility, the cities of Vienna and London proved to be quite advanced in their open data
policies. Vienna, in particular, turned out as providing very comprehensive and detailed data
sets relevant for the project.
The project eventually decided to utilise the Viennese data set about dropped kerbs. How
these data were made available and integrated with the OSM street network data has been
described intensively in D3.4.
All project partners agreed that information about the vertical slope of sidewalks would be a
strong and valuable additional information for mobility-impaired persons. IAIS was convinced
that detailed enough elevation data for a city’s terrain could be used to deduce slope data for
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sidewalks with adequate quality. For the third prototype development, IAIS had presented to
the project the availability of suitable elevation data for both cities, Vienna and London. A
common decision of all project partners was taken to start an integration of the London
elevation data. This would have provided a better balance of the invested efforts between the
pilot cities. The objective was to utilise the elevation data for providing concrete values for
the vertical slope attribute of London sidewalks.
After the process of elevation data integration was started, feedback from piloting the user
interface from the visualisation task first interrupted the elevation data task. In particular,
reaction to the strong demand for making administrative boundaries available for selecting
specific geographical areas by name and computing statistics for them required much more
resources than expected. As a consequence, the elevation data task eventually had to be
abandoned completely.

4.4

Conclusions and Future Use

Wheelmap is showing a way to collect information about the accessibility of points of interest.
In order to get there, most important for mobility-impaired persons is information about the
existence, quality and accessibility of sidewalks. As the previous chapter about data quality
has shown, this information is so far almost non-existent.
Wheelchair-friendly routing would ideally utilise information about the existence of a sidewalk
at either side of a street, and attributes of the sidewalk such as its width, surface, vertical and
horizontal slope, and kerbs. In this data integration task of the project we have
opportunistically touched on kerb data information and on slope.
Kerb data, as fortunately available for the Vienna pilot site, is relevant as information about
whether a sidewalk can be accessed according to the height of a kerb, and where a street
can be crossed. The existence of a kerb also almost uniquely indicates the existence of a
sidewalk. In this project, we have shown how to utilise point-based information about kerbs
for routing and navigation. For this purpose, we had to match a kerb to its respective street
that it makes accessible. D3.4 described how this non-trivial task can be achieved. Assuming
now, that the existence of a kerb is conclusive for the existence of a respective sidewalk, the
Routing and Navigation task has shown how this can be applied for more wheelchair-friendly
routing and navigation.
With regard to making slope data of sidewalks available we have described the general
method of how these data can be derived from elevation data of sufficient detail and quality.
As a general conclusion, we have shown how auxiliary information, such as point-based kerb
data or point-based elevation data, may serve to derive relevant data for sidewalk-based
routing and navigation for mobility-impaired persons. In this way, the results of the project
should encourage other people to do the same, or look for further types of data in their realm
that could be utilised for the same purposes. It should also encourage cities and
governments to publish more data relevant for sidewalk-based routing. While it would be
ideal to publish detailed sidewalk data including all the above-mentioned attributes, this
seems to be a major task for any city and will not be realised by most of them in the near
future for various reasons. The project has shown how technical methods can also utilise
less information to some advantage.
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5

Routing and Navigation

5.1

Starting Point

5.1.1 The User expectations
In earlier deliverables, we introduced the concept of user stories that we have used
throughout the whole development process. For the CAP4Access project we have chosen to
use the following, commonly used, template for all of our user stories:
As a <type of user>, I want <some goal> so that <some reason>.
The two user stories that formed the basis for the development of the routing and navigation
tools are:
As a <tourist> I want to have an app so I can get from point A to point B in a city unknown
to me.

As a <wheelchair user> I want to have an app that tells me where local facilities that I can
access are and how to get to them.
With these two user stories in mind, we have started to develop the routing and navigation
tools that provide solutions for these two stories. The solutions were aimed to enable user to:


Using MyAccessible.EU navigation app to direct a user on the route with the least
amount of obstacles and the smoothest surface to his/her goal



Using MyAccessible.EU navigation app, request local facilities of a particular type via a
request to Wheelmap and then direct me using the route which matches my movement
limitations

The basic requirement for the tools to fulfil these goals was:


Simple intuitive mobile application that can provide users with directions for accessible
routes for specific areas of a city, customizable for specific categories (e.g. manually
propelled wheelchair user, parent with buggy)

5.1.2 The Routing Tool – Developments until Second Prototype
As defined by the user stories, the tool development for routing has the purpose to enable
end users to search for accessible routes in unfamiliar regions. Routing and navigation are
separate tasks. The purpose of the routing tool is to find an optimal route depending on
specified user profiles. We have decided to let users specify parameters (such as maximum
incline, kerb height, type of surface) they feel comfortable with for the route computation.
This solves the problem that abilities of different people with mobility impairments (e.g.
manually propelled wheelchair user, electrical wheelchair user, parents with buggy) may be
quite different. The computed routes serve also as an input for the navigation tool.
OpenRouteService (ORS) and OpenStreetMap (OSM) – the platforms for the routing
tool
As documented in the Technical Design deliverable (D3.2) the proposed routing system to be
used in this project is the OpenRouteService31. ORS is a web-based routing service that
31

http://openrouteservice.org/
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allows querying routes by specifying a start and an end point of the route. Beside that several
parameters may be specified, such as areas to be avoided, type of vehicle (e.g. truck, car,
bicycle, race bike, mountain bike), the routing preference (shortest vs. fastest) and
intermediate points. ORS is based on OpenStreetMap (OSM), as such it uses openly
accessible data (license: Open Database License – OdbL). Everyone is free to contribute
new data or to update outdated data. ORS may be freely used for non-commercial purposes.
ORS has an option for pedestrian routing which has similar requirements as wheelchair
routing. However, as mentioned above, accessibility related parameters needed to be
included in the route computation.
The web client of ORS has been completely redesigned accommodating its look and feel to
user experiences of modern web applications. Furthermore, the function “accessibility
analysis” has also been implemented for the wheelchair profile. The latter function will be
described in a separate section.
Open Location based Services (Open LS) specification
The OpenLS32 compliant API (i.e. the API implemented by the ORS) has been extended with
custom parameters for wheelchair routing, such as incline, surface and height of dropped
kerb.
Developers
can
use
the
URL
http://openls.geog.uniheidelberg.de/osm/routing/determineroute as an OGC OpenLS compliant interface to access
the ORS for their own implementations. The ORS supports the following route parameters:


start point, end point, intermediate point(s)



preference: shortest/fastest route



surface/smoothness, incline, dropped kerb



route type: pedestrian, car, wheelchair, bike, etc.

The wheelchair routing profile
The wheelchair routing profile has been integrated into the main ORS platform. In
comparison to the first release of tools on platforms, the wheelchair profile has progressed
from prototype status (covering only the 4 pilot cities) to beta status, covering the whole
Europe, Asia and Australia.
The following sections describe the implementation of the wheelchair profile. Relevant OSM
tags have been identified earlier33.
Avoid steps at all costs
The wheelchair routing profile avoids steps at all costs – OpenStreetMap tag:
highway=steps:
Exhibit 60: Wheelchair profile – avoid steps

32

http://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=22122

33

Neis, A. & Zielstra, D. (2014): Generation of a tailored routing network for disabled people based on collaboratively collected
geodata. Applied Geography. Vol. 47, pp. 70–77.
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Prioritisation
The wheelchair profile is configured to compute (little) detours if they lead to a route which is
more suitable for a mobility restricted person. Current types of ways are preferred ways:
footways, pedestrian areas, living streets, roads with explicit info that a sidewalk is available,
and footway crossing.
Exhibit 61: Wheelchair profile – accept little detours if convenient

In contrast to preferred ways, a number of types of ways which should be avoided have been
specified, including tunnels, bicycle only routes, trunk roads, and primary roads explicitly
tagged as having no sidewalk.
Exhibit 62: Wheelchair profile – avoid inconvenient ways

Filtering of surface/smoothness
5 different options may be specified by the users of ORS for the surface/smoothness of ways
that is acceptable for them on their route. In contrast to what was described in the section of
user expectations (cf. section 5.1.1), we have decided to prefer this graduated approach. The
reason is that, mobility impaired people may be quite different in their abilities. Thus, instead
offering a fixed profile, we provide some flexibility to the users, so that they can adapt the
route preferences to their personal abilities. Available options are:


concrete, asphalt



flattened cobblestone and better



cobblestone and better



compacted and better



flexible (all surfaces)
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Exhibit 63: Wheelchair profile – different surface type that can be set by the users

Filtering of steep road segments
Users of the ORS wheelchair profile may specify the maximum incline that is acceptable for
them on their route:


max. 3%



max. 6%



max. 10%



max. 15%



flexible (all inclines)
Exhibit 64: Wheelchair profile – apply slope restrictions

A major shortcoming of this option is the rare availability of the incline information in
OpenStreetMap – only 0.2% of all ways in OSM are annotated with the necessary
information.
Filtering of ways with too high dropped kerbs
Users of the ORS wheelchair profile may specify the maximum height of a dropped kerb that
is acceptable for them on their route:


max. 3cm



max. 6cm



max. 10cm



flexible (all kerbs)

The following exhibit shows the different routes for the same start and end point when
comparing a route that is suitable for a pedestrian with a route that is suitable for a
wheelchair user:
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Exhibit 65: Comparison of a route computed for pedestrians and for wheelchair users

The reason for the detour in the wheelchair profile is that there is a bridge which is only
accessible via steps, making it impossible for mobility impaired persons to use it.
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Accessibility analyses
Exhibit 66: Comparison of accessible areas from a given point in 15 minutes times – pedestrian
profile vs. wheelchair profile

ORS also provides a tool that can be used for performing accessibility analyses, meaning
that users may specify a certain point on a map and ORS then computes regions that may
be reached within the available street network using a maximum distance or a maximum
time. Particularly the comparison with the pedestrian profile makes this a powerful tool (1) to
search for majors barriers that make certain areas difficult to reach for wheelchair users, (2)
for politicians and activists to communicate how barriers affect the locomotion of wheelchair
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users and (3) for the wheelchair users themselves to easily find out which regions they will
be able to reach within a certain amount of time from a specific point (e.g. a potential new flat
or the office of a potential new employer).
Exhibit 7 shows a comparison of the areas that may be reached by a pedestrian from the
given point within 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 minutes and the areas that may be reached by a
wheelchair user within the same amount of time. The main reason for the much smaller
areas of the wheelchair profile is a bridge over the river Neckar in Heidelberg that can only
be crossed using steps – the same reasons which caused the route detour for wheelchair
users shown earlier.
The examples show in Exhibit 65 and Exhibit 66 underline that the routing tool and the
accessibility analysis may be powerful tools to raise awareness about existing barriers in
(European) cities and regions.

5.1.3 The Navigation Tool – Developments until Second Prototype
The primary focus of the navigation tool within the CAP4Access project has been to provide
an interface for the ORS routes generated based on parameters important for wheelchair
users. In addition to allowing users to select the various wheelchair parameters (such as
avoiding high kerbs and not traversing specific surfaces), the service also had to provide en
route instructions which were suitable for pedestrians. As opposed to many mainstream
navigation services that deliver instructions in the format of “In 100 metres, turn right onto
High Street”, the navigation service provides instructions using landmarks such as “Turn right
after the Queen Victoria pub”. Though the former method is seen as suitable for navigation
using vehicles, the latter is deemed more suitable for pedestrians. The main challenge of the
navigation service was to identify suitable features from OSM that could be used as the
landmarks presented in these instructions.
In addition to the landmark based instructions and the ability for users to set parameters for
routing, several other considerations were required for the tool:


It should be available in native languages of the pilot sites,



Users should be able to select Wheelmap locations as their destination,



When deviating from an intended route, the system should automatically regenerate the
route from their new location,



There should be the option for selecting local public toilets as destinations,



The instructions should be presented verbally as well as graphically.

To fulfil these requirements, the service developed comprises of two parts: a centralised
navigation server responsible for generating routes and instructions, and an Android mobile
client acting as the user interface.
Throughout development for the previous two prototypes (see D3.3 and D3.4), several key
features were added. In the first prototype, it was possible for the user to select destinations
through searching, local public toilets, or from Wheelmap and to generate a route between
their location and that target destination. At that point, the routes did not take into account
user preferences or provide landmark based instructions. In the second prototype, the
interface was enhanced and the routes generated were based on user preferences and the
instructions used landmarks as reference points. As will be discussed shortly, the third (and
current) prototype focused on the inclusion of functionality to allow users to record obstacles
that they encounter within the environment.
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5.2

Developments for Third Prototype

5.2.1 The Routing Tool
In the third year of development ORS has been further improved. Two of the main
improvements include global coverage34 of the service and a version that has responsive
design and thus can be easily used also for/by mobile devices35, such as smart phones and
tablets.
Usage of Dropped Kerb Data
Point-based dropped kerb data became available during the project as an open data set in
the city of Vienna. As a part of the task “Tool development for data integration”, methods
have been developed to integrate this data into OSM. Users of the routing tool benefit from
this data, if they use the setting “maximum height of dropped kerb”. If there is a kerb on the
route that is higher than the height specified by the user, then the service suggests an
alternative route.
Importing the whole dataset would have required consensus within the OSM community,
which was not possible to get during the lifetime of the project. Nevertheless, in order to still
demonstrate the functionality in the routing tool, a small portion of this data has been
imported in the region north of the main train station of Vienna.
Exhibit 67: A map showing all positions of dropped kerbs contained in the open dataset of the
city of Vienna

Tests in Vienna and also in Graz, where similar data is available, have proven the
applicability of the integrated data for wheelchair routing. Exhibit 68 shows the effect on an
example route in Vienna.

34

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2016/07/28/openrouteservice-is-going-global-including-the-americas/

35

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2016/06/27/openrouteservice-33-is-going-mobile-routing-in-the-americas-gradients-andmore/
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Exhibit 68: A route resulting from the option “all kerbs” selected (left) and a route with a
necessary detour if “max. 3cm” is selected (right) as the acceptable maximum height of the
kerb

Separate Sidewalk Routing Network
In order to further improve the results of the routing tool, a separate sidewalk routing network
needed to be implemented. Such a routing network allows using attributes that contain
explicit information about sidewalk, such as “sidewalk:left:surface”36. Without such a separate
sidewalk network, the assumption would need to be used that the surface conditions of the
respective sidewalks are the same as on the corresponding streets, which is often not the
case.
In the current implementation, the network is now derived using some assumptions (e.g. the
average distance between a sidewalk and certain type of road) and the sidewalk tags that
are added to the roads in OpenStreetMap. We have integrated an approach that had
previously been described in the literature37. Exhibit 69 illustrates the approach on a small
example. Exhibit 70 shows the effect of the implementation on the route result.
Exhibit 69: Street network (left) and street network plus derived sidewalk network (right)

The basic concept is that we compute the sidewalks geometrically. We do so by deriving a
line that is parallel to do street at a certain offset (e.g. 5m). In case of junction there are two
possibilities: 1) If there is a crossing tagged on the road and if there are also other sidewalk
at the same junction, we can connect the derived sidewalks with each other and 2) if there is

36

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Wheelchair_routing

37

Neis, P. and Zielstra, D. (2014): Generation of a tailored routing network for disabled people based on collaboratively
collected geodata. Applied Geography, 47, 70-77.
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no crossing and no other sidewalk at a junction / end of the road, we connect the computed
sidewalk line with that junction / end of the road in order to gain a fully interconnected routing
network.
The respective algorithmhas been implemented into ORS. Since the necessary computations
increase the memory usage during the preprocessing of the OSM data, we are currently
looking for a solution that allows us to use this feature also on global scale.
Exhibit 70: Routing result without (left) and with (right) the explicit sidewalk network

Routing through Areas
An open issue in OpenRouteService was with regards to routing through polygonal areas
(such as market places). In those circumstances, rather than providing a route which goes
across the open area, the route unsuitably follows the border of it (Exhibit 71). There are
several possible algorithms (such as a skeleton or a raster subgraph, cf. Exhibit 72) that
have been tested and implemented in ORS to allow for such across-polygon routing.
Exhibit 71: Current output of the routing algorithm when passing an open space (left), desired
routing output (right)
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Exhibit 72: Two possible solutions for the abovementioned problem: introducing a raster (left)
or a skeleton (right) as a subgraph

Exhibit 73 shows a resulting route prior to this new implementation and after it. Since also for
this case, the necessary computations increase the memory usage during the preprocessing
of the OSM data, we are currently looking for a solution that allows us to use this feature also
on global scale.
Exhibit 73: The default routing setting when passing a market square (left) and the improved
route crossing the market square (right).

User tests
User tests have mainly been put into practice by providing the wheelchair profile within the
main instance of ORS. We have advertised this new functionality via our news channels
(Blog38, Twitter39, Facebook40) and via a German magazine covering topics that are relevant
for people with disabilities (“MENSCHEN. das magazin”. ~30k copies nationwide in
Germany41).
We
have
encouraged
our
users
to
report
feedback
to
openrouteservice@geog.uni-heidelberg.de or to our public development repository at
github.com42. In the section “Co-development and Piloting”, we will elaborate more on this by
providing some statistics to usage of the wheelchair profile and amount of provided feedback
by the user community.

38

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2016/01/04/myaccessibleeu-tools-released/

39

https://twitter.com/GIScienceHD/status/683935438109716480

40

https://www.facebook.com/GIScienceHeidelberg/posts/1683306435221025

41

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2016/04/06/openrouteservice-featured-in-menschen-das-magazin/

42

https://github.com/GIScience/openrouteservice/issues
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OSM tags currently considered in wheelchair routing
Exhibit 74 shows a list of the most important OpenStreetMap tags that are currently
considered by the wheelchair routing profile. A complete list has been documented in the
OpenStreetMap Wiki, which is the main reference to contributors of OSM. The
documentation is currently available in English43 and German44 language.
Exhibit 74: OpenStreetMap tags that are currently considered by the wheelchair routing profile

Parameter

Type of street
Sidewalk
Footway
Surface
Smoothness
Incline
Kerb
General Access

OSM Tag (if several
values possible, they are separated
by a “|” or by a note)
highway = living_street45
sidewalk = left|right|yes|no|both
footway = left|right|yes|no|both
surface = paved46
smoothness = good47
incline = *
kerb = *
wheelchair=yes|limited|no
foot=yes|no

Unit

[%]
[m]

5.2.2 The Navigation Tool
New developments within the Navigation Tool have primarily focused on allowing users to
tag obstacles that they encounter whilst following a route. Other smaller enhancements have
been made since the second prototype as a result of user feedback.
Obstacle Tagging
Early on in the development process, it was identified that it would be beneficial to integrate
the collective tagging and navigation tools so that if a user encountered an obstacle which
prevented them from following the generated route, they could record it and then be routed
around it. As the tagging service was designed using an API that can be accessed by any
other service, the functionality to tag obstacles was added to the current navigation tool
prototype by providing an interface within the navigation app that allows users recording
obstacles on the tagging service.
The tagging of obstacles has been implemented so that when instructions are being
presented to the user, they can click on a “Record Obstacle” button which takes them to an
interface similar to that presented in the Obstacle Tagging app (it does not open the tagging
app, but instead a new part of the navigation app). From there, it is possible to record all the
information (obstacle type and reason, textual description, location, whether it is temporary or
not, and take a photograph) and when created, the information is immediately uploaded to
the server and a record kept on the users device. This local record is stored in a database on
the device and used for other aspects of the navigation app (described shortly). The decision
to immediately upload obstacle information to the server was due to the navigation app
requiring a consistent internet connection to retrieve the routing instructions.
43

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OpenRouteService#OSM_Tags_used_for_Wheelchair_Routing

44

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/DE:OpenRouteService#OSM_Tags_f.C3.BCr_Rollstuhl-Routing

45

Further values: primary*, primary_link*, secondary*, secondary_link*, tertiary*, tertiary_link*, unclassified*, living_street,
pedestrian, residential,service, track, footway, cycleway, bridleway, steps (* nur, wenn für Fußgänger/Rollstuhlfahrer
zugänglich).

46

Further values: paved, asphalt, concrete, paving_stones, cobblestone,concrete_plates.

47

Further values: excellent, good, intermediate, bad, very_bad
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Once an obstacle has been recorded, a new route is generated based on the current user
location and the obstacle that has been entered. In the new prototype, when any route is
requested from the server, the system first gets a list of all obstacles that are stored on the
device (ones that have been created by the user whilst navigating) in the vicinity of the route
(based on start and end locations) and then sends the location of these obstacles along with
the other route generation parameters as “avoid areas”. When the service generates the
route, these avoid areas are sent to the ORS and thus the routing service uses them in the
route generation process. The reason for doing this is that although the intention is that the
obstacle information will be entered into OSM and thus available for use by the ORS, there is
no guarantee as to when (or even if) this information will be available. Therefore it is
important that the obstacle is taken into account when a route is requested by the app which
circumvents this timeliness issue.
A list of all obstacles recorded by the user within the app can be viewed via a button on the
front screen of the app. This list shows the recorded obstacles and allows the user to view
the details. The user can also delete obstacles from the device, and when this delete is
performed on a temporary obstacle, the app sends a request to the tagging service API to
mark the temporary obstacle as removed.
Other Developments
Alongside the primary enhancement of allowing the tagging of obstacles, several other
modifications have been made to the service based on feedback from users. These include
the updating of the base map to make it easier to read, inclusion of additional parameters
during automatic landmark detection, implementation of methods to reduce “Waiting for
GPS” messages, and of course, ensuring that the tool is provided in English, German and
Spanish.
As previously found within the Tagging App (described earlier), there was a problem with the
base map used in several areas of the app whereby labels on features were too small to be
read. This was again a result of a problem with the libraries used and so as in the case of the
tagging app, the whole navigation app needed to be migrated to a newer development
platform. Once complete, the issue was corrected by using newer libraries for rendering
OSM maps.
Though the landmarks detected for use in navigation instructions appeared to be mostly
suitable, it was identified during discussions that it would be beneficial to include extra
parameters within the identification algorithm. The main one of these that was included was
to give preference to features that are located on the same side of the road as the turn
direction. For example, if the instruction was to turn left, then features on the left hand side of
the road would receive a higher weighting than those on the right hand side.
Some feedback from users after the tool was used in an urban environment was that they
frequently received messages about the tool needing to wait for an accurate GPS signal.
Though the information provided about the current accuracy was deemed to be useful, users
found that the constant display of the message was detrimental to the user experience. As a
means of reducing the frequency of these messages, methods were implemented into the
app that used simple location estimation based on time since last accurate GPS fix. For
example, if the user had a GPS position at 5 metre accuracy, and then the accuracy of the
next position dropped to 200 metres (they went under a bridge for example), then the
previous accurate position would be used but the accuracy decreased. The decrease in
accuracy is calculated as a sum of the previous accuracy ( ) and how far an average
person could have moved ( which has been initially identified as 5km/h) in the time since
that accurate location fix (
).
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This means that there would not be an immediate display of the GPS accuracy message and
instead, the message would be displayed when the cumulative inaccuracy rose above the
specified threshold (50m).

5.3

Co-development and Piloting

5.3.1 Wheelchair extension for OpenRouteService (ORS)
The co-development process for the development of the wheelchair extension for Routing
Service (=OpenRouteService) mainly focussed on the involvement of the actual user
community. During the 3rd year of the project ORS had in average ~50k unique visitor per
month resulting in ~500k route requests each month. For the wheelchair profile, we have
observed ~1k visitors per month who queried ~5k routes each month.
The user community is very active and provided us with more than 300 tips for improvement
and bug fixing via our open issue system. 250 of them have already been resolved48. The
feedback that was provided concerned both, OpenRouteService development in general and
the development of the wheelchair profile.
The more general feedback concerned the following issues:


Make the design of the service responsive so that it can also be used on mobile devices,
such as smart phones and tablets;



Provide short Permalinks for computed routes so that they can be easily shared among
users;



Allow the download of route tracks so that they can be used within third party GPS
devices for Navigation purposes;



Provide an elevation chart of the route in order to make estimations about the difficulty of
the route;



Show surface types that are traversed by the computed route;



Make the service available globally;



Detect the browser language automatically to simplify usage.

We have tested the routing service via the Navigation App during a workshop held at the
beginning of the third year of the project during an internal workshop held in Vienna. The
feedback was in general very positive. The main criticism currently is the lack of complete
data about dropped kerbs, sidewalk surface and sidewalk smoothness.
In order to encourage our user community which largely overlaps with the OpenStreetMap
(OSM) contributor community to collect the necessary data, we have documented all the
data that is used within the wheelchair extension from the OSM database in the OSM Wiki in
English49 and German50. This is the main reference that OSM contributors consult if they
want to learn about data contribution.
Besides this we have presented ORS on the Heidelberg pilot site during the international
wheelchair marathon51 and during various local action days for the belongings of people with

48

https://github.com/GIScience/openrouteservice/issues?q=is%3Aissue+is%3Aclosed

49

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OpenRouteService#OSM_Tags_used_for_Wheelchair_Routing

50

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/DE:OpenRouteService

51

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2015/07/07/openrouteservice-at-the-heidelberg-wheelchair-marathon/
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disabilities (e.g. European protest day for the equal right of people with disabilities5253, citizen
festival54, open data hackathons). Feedback that was provided on these occasions
concerned the offline capability of the service and the possibility to use it on mobile devices.
We have been able to redesign the service so that it can now be used also on mobile
devices. Unfortunately, the issue of offline usage of the service could not be resolved during
the project.
During tests at the Heidelberg University, we have found that the current solution needs
improvements to allow route planning explicitly via sidewalks, since sidewalks can be in quite
different condition as the road. Also route planning, if open spaces, such as market squares,
need to be crossed is currently not optimal since the route is computed along the edge of the
open spaces. Implementations that provide solutions for these two issues have been
developed and will go to user testing (beta tests) at the end of the third year of the project (cf.
section 5.2.1).
Moreover, we have consulted the OSM developer/contributor community in order to get
feedback on how to best integrate open data about dropped kerbs into OSM so that it can be
best used for routing purposes that serve the needs of ORS but also of other route service
providers, which makes these efforts more sustainable for future projects. The results of
these discussions are kept in the OSM Wiki55.

5.3.2 Navigation
Features within the Navigation service that have been developed as part of the codevelopment process have focussed primarily on the user interface and suitability of
instructions. During project meetings and workshops, the navigation tool has been used and
then feedback provided to the development team detailing any bugs found or enhancements
that were made. In some instances, problems raised were a direct result of the OSM dataset
itself (i.e. not providing a suitable landmark when one is present) and as such were
investigated by looking at the OSM dataset itself. In most instances, it was not possible to
alter anything in the navigation service itself as a result of the issue and instead, it would
need to be that the data was entered into the OSM dataset as normally it was because the
feature was missing there.
Other feedback obtained that was incorporated into the service was:


Take into account the side of the street the turn is on when selecting a landmark;



Allow the user to change the orientation of the map to match the direction of the route;



Implement methods that reduce the number of “drop-outs” when GPS signal is poor
(reduce the number of times the “waiting for GPS signal” message is shown);



Allow users to tag obstacles whilst they are following a route, and then create a new
route avoiding that location;



Increase the size of the map as it was too difficult to read the labels.

After feedback, all of these issues were incorporated into the tool and appear in the final
prototype. In the case of the “tagging of obstacles” the navigation service can now directly
call the Obstacle Tagger API to create obstacles on that service.

52

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2015/05/08/cap4access-team-active-on-the-european-protest-day-of-equal-rights-forpeople-with-disabilities/

53

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2016/05/03/cap4access-team-active-on-the-european-protest-day-for-the-equal-rights-forpeople-with-disabilities/

54

http://k1z.blog.uni-heidelberg.de/2016/01/15/accessible-route-planning-and-mapmyday-presented-at-burgerfest-heidelberg/

55

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Talk:Tag:footway%3Dsidewalk#How_to_model_sidewalks.2C_crossings_and_kerbs_wit
h_respect_to_routing_applications.3F
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5.4

Conclusions and Future Use

5.4.1 The routing tool – OpenRouteService
The wheelchair routing profile in OpenRouteService aims to achieve 4 goals: (1) suggesting
suitable routes for wheelchair users in regions they are unfamiliar with, which improve their
possibilities to be an active member of society, (2) motivate contributors of crowdsourced
geographic Information (i.e. OSM contributors) to collect relevant data, since they see the
success of their work within an application that use their contributed data, (3) raise
awareness for accessibility, particularly when comparing routes and accessibility areas for
pedestrians with routes and accessibility areas for wheelchair users and (4) convince
mainstream route planning services (such as Google Maps, etc.) providers to integrate
similar functions into their services.
In the future ORS will be maintained and further developed by the GIScience research group
of Heidelberg University. In July the new “Heidelberg Institute for Geoinformation
Technology” has been founded, which receives an initial funding by the Klaus-TischiraFoundation for three years. One of the topics of this new institute is “Navigation Intelligence
and Location Based Services”. The scope of the research institute will be applied research
that aims for technology transfer, i.e. it will increase the visibility of the tools developed by the
GIScience research group and eventually bring them into the markets. The client code of
ORS will remain open source (hosted on Github56).

5.4.2 Navigation Service
Within the CAP4Access project, the navigation service has been developed to allow users
with restricted mobility to get from their current position to a target location. Unlike the ORS
web interface which provides instructions that can be printed prior to a journey, the
navigation service provides en route instructions using methods adapted for pedestrian
navigation. Not only does the Android application allow users to choose destinations through
several methods such as using Wheelmap POIs or searching for a specific address, the
instructions used to guide the user contain landmarks as opposed to using distances.
The developed service is comprised of two parts: a centralised web service which handles
the generation of routes and instructions, and a mobile client in the form of a native Android
app. The key features of these are:


Allowing the specification of user preferences with regards to aspects that influence the
accessibility of a particular location (i.e. incline and surface material);



Determination of landmarks from OSM to be used in landmark based navigational
instructions;



Ability to select a target destination through Wheelmap POIs, address search and local
public toilets;



Allow users to record obstacles (in conjunction with the Tagging Service API) they
encounter during a navigation instance and take these into account in future route
generation.

To deliver these high level features, in depth research and implementation has been
performed, with a particular emphasis on the derivation and use of landmarks in routing
instructions.
Although the service developed meets requirements of the CAP4Access project, there are
inevitably areas that could be enhanced in the future. For example, initial plans envisioned

56

https://github.com/GIScience/openrouteservice
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that methods could be implemented on the server to reduce inaccuracies in positioning.
Whilst this would indeed be beneficial to navigation processes, it was decided that focus
should instead be placed on the derivation of landmarks and the delivery of this information
in routing instructions. In the future, it would be beneficial to implement methods such as
map-matching or predictive positioning within the navigation server.
To facilitate the continued availability of the methods developed for the navigation service, it
is intended that the navigation service be directly integrated within the ORS. This would
mean that in the future, any person generating routes suitable for wheelchairs (or any of the
other profiles available on ORS) would be able to also get instructions that make use of
landmarks in the environment. In addition, code for the Android client and navigation service
will be made available on GitHub.
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6

Visualisation

6.1

Starting Point

The user stories that were collected in the first year of the project as deliverable D2.4
reflected that the most important and relevant task for visualisation tools should be a better
support for the awareness raising and collective action task (T3.9). Exemplary, two of the
user stories of D2.4 for awareness raising are cited here:


As an <activist> I want an informational graphic that shows the status before and after a
mapping day so I can see the results of my engagement.



As a <journalist> I want to have a simple way to convey information so that I can report
on the accessibility of different cities or regions.

The demands behind these user stories were translated into the technical features of:


Allow to select arbitrary temporal intervals and provide information about newly tagged
Wheelmap points of interest (POIs). Show the newly tagged objects on a map and
provide summary statistics.



Provide summary statistics about the tagging status of cities or areas, e.g. about:
o

The percentage of tagged Wheelmap POIs vs. all Wheelmap POIs;

o

The apportionment of tagged Wheelmap POIs within the red, yellow and green
categories;

o

The percentage of green vs. red + yellow categories, etc.

At the start of the project IAIS intended to utilise an available own tool (called GeoTemCo57).
Given the user stories and features discussed above it became clear that GeoTemCo was
not sufficient to serve existing requirements. A critical analysis also revealed that GeoTemCo
was no more regarded state of the art with respect to its aesthetic visual appearance. The
consideration was that a further development of GeoTemCo for adding extensions and
building new features by using the software libraries and development tools matching its
technology would require more overall effort, with less pleasing results, than starting a new
tool with state-of-the-art technology.
The new chosen open source Java based programming environment consisted of various
components including Openlayers for web-based geographical mapping applications; JQuery
as JavaScript library, Angular JS as web application framework; Ajax for facilitating
asynchronous communication; as well as D3.js for interactive visualisations.
At the end of the second year a completely functional web-based interface providing the
functionality described above had become available (cf. D3.4 – Second release of tools on
platforms). During its development a critical revelation was that querying of the original OSM
database for the required Wheelmap tags for particular geographical areas, and particularly
for temporal intervals, became far too slow. Building an interactive, reactive interface on this
basis deemed impossible.
The solution was radical and complex: We had to build our own mirror database of OSM,
tuned for the kind of required queries, containing only the Wheelmap-relevant objects
including their histories. This mirror database has been called OWH, which stands for OSM
Wheelmap History. In order to keep OWH always up-to-date, we provided and installed an
automatic updating process, which copies every update of OSM within a minute of its
availability if the update concerns a Wheelmap relevant POI.

57

http://www.informatik.uni-leipzig.de:8080/geotemco/ (retrieved 2016-10-11)
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As a result, at the end of the second year of development a truly interactive interface for
showing Wheelmap statistics and Wheelmap tags on a map had become available and
running from a website.

6.2

Developments for Third Prototype

6.2.1 Optimization of the user interface
With the delivery of the user interface for the second prototype we started receiving more
feedback from the users. This feedback included:
1. Explicit selection by name of the location to be shown on the map and in the statistics
(Select Location).
2. Requested sites are stored for fast re-selection under “Recent Areas”.
3. Display the statistics represented by numbers as soon as possible (Display
Numbers).
4. Fast zooming in and out without requesting new statistics. Add a ”GO button” for
explicit requests of statistics for the displayed area (Fast Pan and Zoom).
5. Button for permalink requests (Permalink)
6. Tooltips for all buttons.
7. Warning, if display of more than 20000 points would result in long selection and
loading times (Warning)
8. Feedback on long lasting tasks like
a. Accessing and handling high amount of points
b. Calculation of statistics for donuts
9. Optimization of database request.
10. Enhancements of presentation and handling.
11. General bug fixes.
In the following, we will describe some of these features (i.e. the italicised ones) in a bit more
detail.
Select Location
The most pressing need for users seemed to be this concern of being able to enter the name
of a city or region and being shown the map of the intended area. Typing in letters of a name
in the “Areas” search field of our tool interface will start a search process for matching
geographic names. In general, the search tool will first check all entries stored under “Recent
Areas” as well as those stored under “All Areas”. If no matches are found among these
choices then an Internet-based search mechanism will be started. Exhibit 75illustrates the
process. Typing the first letter, “V”, then “e” and “n” still leaves choices from the given context
(Recent Areas and All Areas) available. Notice that “Recent Areas” is empty in this example.
When typing “c” this reservoir becomes empty and the interface calls a web-based search of
geographical names, which delivers new choices, among them “Venice, City” and “Veniec,
Hamlet”.
The “search for geographic names” service that is used in our interface is called
Nominatim58. Nominatim is a tool to search OSM data by name and address, and is also
58

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Nominatim (retrieved October 13, 2016)
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used as one of the sources for the search box on the OpenStreetMap home page. Once
retrieved the requested area will subsequently appear under “Recent Areas”.
Exhibit 75: Searching geographic names

Display Numbers
After its first start and after panning or zooming the map the previous interface displayed the
new statistics for the modified map content only after all information, including the set of
graphic icons representing the Wheelmap tags and their positions had been computed. From
the user’s perspective this was regarded as an unpleasant behaviour because the user may
wonder for a while to see if something is still happening. That is the reason why we now start
replying by first showing the summary statistics, i.e. the overall figures for yellow, green and
red, and their statistical graphs before the more time-consuming processes of calculating the
icons with their numbers and positions on the map.
Fast Pan and Zoom
The previous interface had a problem when users started to change the contents of the map
panel either by zooming in or out or by moving the map in direction (panning). In each case
the statistics and the statistic icons on the map must be recomputed. Although this seems to
make sense, the users often had the problem that they had in fact, for example, moved the
map to the right, but not yet enough! So they wanted to move the map further to the right, but
due to the computation of the new statistics that had already started – and could last a bit –
they were refrained from further panning. Instead, they had to wait for the termination of the
computation, just in vain, and start the panning again. The same troublesome behaviour
could be encountered when zooming in or out to a certain scale. In particular zooming out,
which always involves the computation of more (and sometimes considerably more) tags
than before, sometimes considerably more so, could become really nasty. The initial
intention of keeping pace with the user’s manipulations of the map could not be resolved in
practice.
The principle idea of the solution is that: when the user pans or zooms the map the system
cannot know at what stage the user has found the intended map section. Interrupting the
search process at any time by starting computations is not a good solution. Therefore, we
concluded that the user must explicitly tell the system “I’m ready now”. This is the meaning of
the new GO-button in the interface. Hence, when the user starts panning or zooming the
system will refrain from any unnecessary computation. It will only start computing after
receiving the signal from the GO-button. Exhibit 76 shows a map without tags, after the user
centred into a new location, and the effect of pushing the Go-button. Exhibit 77 shows a
situation where tags are shown in the currently visible map (top), and the user then starts
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zooming out (bottom). New tags for the larger area will only be shown after pushing the GObutton.
Exhibit 76: The situation before (top, when no tags are shown on the map) and after (bottom) of
pushing the Go-button

Exhibit 77: The situation before (top, when tags are shown on the map) and after (bottom) when
zooming out.
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Permalinks
A common request of users was to have a mechanism of storing an encountered interesting
visualisation and be able to instantly open it again later. Technically this means that the
current state should be frozen such that the currently visible map, the currently shown
statistical diagrams and tags, and the selected temporal interval are remembered for a later
re-opening. This was implemented by storing the required information within the http-link.
Exhibit 78(b) shows how the user can just push the P-button for creating a so-called
permalink, which the user can then store for later re-use.
Exhibit 78: (a) The Go-button, at the left side; (b) The Permalink-button, at the right side

Warning
Users cannot know in advance how efficient the requested computations can be executed.
Depending on the request, i.e. the size of the selected geographical area and the number of
included Wheelmap tags, response times may be arbitrary long. Of course, the type of
Internet connection and the characteristics of the computer equipment also play a role.
Therefore, no unique measure can be specified that would guarantee “acceptable” response
times for all users.
Nevertheless, it seemed essential to “protect” users from requesting “too much”. As the
number of points (tags) contained in the selected territory is the decisive factor for calculating
response times we decided provide a warning to the user if the territory includes more than
20.000 points. In this case, the user is asked whether s/he wants to continue and wait for
displaying the points on the map. As the alternative option the user can choose to just see
the statistical diagrams for the territory without showing the respective points on the map.
Exhibit 77 displays the situation for the latter case.
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Exhibit 79: Warning display

The user receives a warning of requesting more than 20.000 points to be shown on the map (top) and
is offered two alternative options of proceeding. When “No: display only statistics” is chosen then the
statistical diagram will be displayed but no statistics will be shown on the map (below).

6.2.2 Extension and optimisation of OWH
The design and construction of the OSM Wheelmap History (OWH) database was already
described in the previous deliverable D3.4. Its primary purpose is to make queries for
Wheelmap tags and their statistics efficient enough to make the user interface interactive.
OWH is a mirror of the original OSM database specifically tuned for the required queries of
the visual interfaces. Direct queries on the basis of OSM and its original API proved to be
dauntingly slow.
In the reporting period, OWH has been further extended and optimised. A significant
extension was the integration of OSM’s worldwide administrative boundaries at all eleven
levels59. For every border, the summary statistics of the Wheelmap POIs haven been
precomputed and directly stored within OWH. Details of the data integration process are
described in chapter 4 of this document under “Data Integration”.

59

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Tag:boundary%3Dadministrative#admin_level
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6.3

Co-development and Piloting

Co-development of the visualisation tools was started with the identification and formulation
of use cases and user stories as documented in D2.4 (Use Cases / User Stories). The user
stories were primarily investigated by the user site partners. Of the resulting total of 52 user
stories a subset of seven user stories felt under the category “Visual Analytics”. In science,
visual analytics comprises the development of visual methods supporting or facilitating the
understanding of processes or situations that are difficult to grasp by just looking at the
individual facts or numbers.
Two of the user stories related to visualisation have already been mentioned in section 6.1.
Verbally, they relate to “show the result of a mapping activity”, which was briefly called
“Operation Delta”, and “Compare region X with region Y”. From a technical point of view,
“Operation Delta” was the most challenging requirement as it implies a request for being able
to query any temporal and geographical subset of the OSM database. In contrast, showing
the (actual) status of a region as a summary statistic or by showing the existing tags is
comparatively easy. Factually, this is a subset of the “Operation Delta“ functionality, because
“Operation Delta“ also shows a summary statistic and the tagged objects, restricted to the
selected temporal interval.
The remaining user stories are in a similar way less, respectively no more complex than
“Operation Delta“. In other words, being able to cope with the temporal queries implied by
“Operation Delta“, all other queries will not impose new technical challenges but only
technical interfaces. For these reasons we started with focussing our interest and
development on “Operation Delta“.
In an afterthought, that was a wise decision because, as described before, we soon had to
realise that the required temporal queries were too slow when directly operating on the
original OSM database. The quite elaborated development and instalment of the OSM mirror
OWH, as described before, released us from bigger problems.
At the end of the second year of the project, the second prototype of the visualisation tool
became available as a website. All users and partners of the project were asked for
comments and suggestions, which in the following we received many.
All comments, suggestions, requests for change or extension were collected in the project’s
Kanban Dashboard. This mechanism was used throughout the project but particularly at the
end of the second prototype development after the project-internal release of the new tools. It
was not only applied to the visualisation task but to all technical development tasks with user
interfaces, e.g. for the routing and navigation tools.
An excerpt of the Dashboard for the visualisation task is shown in Exhibit 80. Individual
entries into the table are called issues. Every issue receives a unique identifier, e.g.
CAPDEV-101, which stands for “Background map with a mapstyle that emphasizes sidewalk
data”. Issues have more attributes than the ones shown in the figure. For instance, they
include a link to the person who reported it and the person assigned to work on it. At any
time, an issue is in exactly one of several possible states within a predefined workflow. Four
of these states are represented by the four columns Backlog, ToDo, in Progress and
Resolved. For example, Backlog issues have not yet been activated for elaboration.
CAPDEV-101 is of this category. Its realisation would imply that map styles emphasising
sidewalk data were available. This might be the case for very specific small areas but
certainly not for larger territories. The issue is still in the Backlog because no further
decisions (eliminate or invest) had been taken.
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Exhibit 80: Use of Kanban dashboard for coordination of co-development

After receiving the bulk of issues the developers prioritised them and discussed their
proposals with the consortium. Minor issues, with a minimum effort of resolving them and
undisputed utility, were kept on the list. The major resulting priority issues, with considerable
effort involved, included:


Selection of a city or region by name, which led to the entry form of an area, and the
extension of OWH to include administrative boundaries;



The faster processing of queries by introducing the Go button as described above.

In the reporting period, these two activities required the majority of the overall developers’
resources.
In order to make the project’s results regarding the visualisation task sustainable, it was of
upmost importance to hand over the operation and further maintenance of the OWH
database to project partner Sozialhelden. This transfer includes two major aspects: One is
transfer of knowledge about its contents and working, and the other is the installation and
operation of the database on a dedicated physical server.
In summer 2016, the IAIS developer of the database visited Sozialhelden in Berlin for two
working days providing instructions on the working and querying of OWH. Commonly, the
developer and a team of Sozialhelden discussed and developed sample queries showing the
potential use and utility of the database.
In support of the second aspect of installing and operating an OWH server under the future
auspices of Sozialhelden, IAIS and Sozialhelden communicated about the physical and
functional requirements of a suitable server. In the result, Sozialhelden rented a server, and
IAIS remotely deployed the database, which is now in use and running.
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6.4

Conclusions and Future Use

In order to make the project’s results regarding the visualisation task sustainable it was of
upmost importance to hand over the operation and further maintenance of the OWH
database to project partner Sozialhelden. This transfer includes two major aspects: One is
transfer of knowledge about its contents and working, and the other is the installation and
operation of the database on a dedicated physical server.
In summer 2016, the IAIS developer of the database visited the premises of Sozialhelden in
Berlin for two working days providing instructions on the working and querying of OWH.
Commonly, the developer and a team of Sozialhelden discussed and developed sample
queries showing the potential use and utility of the database.
In support of the second aspect of installing and operating an OWH server under the future
auspices of Sozialhelden, IAIS and Sozialhelden communicated about the physical and
functional requirements of a suitable server. In the result, Sozialhelden rented a server, and
IAIS remotely deployed the database, which is now in use and running.
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7 Awareness raising and collective action
7.1

Starting Point

During the three years of the CAP4Access project awareness raising and collective action
were fundamental components of all the tools being developed within the project and not the
stand-alone outcome of any one tool. Instead of inventing the wheel anew and creating a tool
specifically for awareness raising and collective action it was decided to use existing tools
such as Wordpress and social media as well as to expand on the awareness raising and
collective action potential of Wheelmap. Because of this there has not been a “third release”
of tools with regard to awareness raising or collective action. Instead we have continued and
expanded the use of those tools already in place during the first two years of the project.
The awareness raising and collective action tools we used during the first two years of the
project which are discussed in more detail below are:
MyAccessible.EU website: a tool to reach a wider community by using a tone and providing
content that is appealing to people outside of the project. With easy-to-understand blog posts
about the activities in the pilot sites, the development of the new tools, the activities around
Wheelmap and about other relevant external projects the website seeks to convey the
participatory aspect of the project to a mainstream audience. It reaches a different kind of
audience than the CAP4Access website, which provides more official and technical
documentation of the project’s progress.
MapMyDay: a campaign format for large scale mapping events using Wheelmap.org. It
consists of a website in seven languages, a wide variety of informational materials in several
languages, a social wall that shows every tweet or post using the #MapMyDay hashtag, a
counter to show the newly marked places on Wheelmap in real time, a localized, embedded
segment of Wheelmap which can be used directly, a Facebook community page and a
Twitter account.
Twitter: the MyAccessible.EU account is a tool to make people in the disability and mapping
communities aware of CAP4Access and its activities. The account is well suited for making
contact with and learning from other projects.
In addition, Wheelmap.org (see also chapter 1.1) was used extensively as the focus for
awareness raising activities such as mapping parties. The launch of an overhauled
Wheelmap blog and the Wheelmap ambassador scheme have been at the core of
developments in the last months.

7.2

Further Developments of the Awareness Raising and
Collective Action Tools

7.2.1 Wheelmap promotion and mainstreaming
Wheelmap as a Good Practice
The U.S. Department of Transportation has contacted Sozialhelden e.V. because the
department is in the process of identifying promising accessible transportation technologies
around the world. Wheelmap was shortlisted as a potential project for future collaboration
and coordination with the USDOT. A white paper about Wheelmap has been put together
that includes a positive assessment of Wheelmap’s applicability to the USDOT’s objectives.
The following steps in a potential collaboration will be discussed at the end of 2016.
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Wheelmap Blog
The Wheelmap Blog was completely revamped in 2016 in order to make it more informative,
attractive and easier to use, and ultimately, to improve communication with the Wheelmap
community. A new Wordpress theme which is suitable for these different goals was
implemented for the news section of wheelmap.org. The blog section is available in English
and in German with relevant articles being translated from German into English. Several
English articles from the MyAccessible.EU website are led into on the Wheelmap blog, with a
link to the full article on MyAccessible.EU. With a wide variety of news categories such as
“Mapping”, “Ambassadors”, “Partners”, “Travel and Leisure”, “Education” and “Wheelmap
Tech” the reader can quickly find interesting and useful content. The “Mapping” section is
being used to highlight a variety of mapping events to inspire and motivate other potential
mappers with practical examples.
In addition, there is a section with much more detailed information on how members of the
Wheelmap community can get involved in mapping, in raising awareness for accessibility
issues and in promoting Wheelmap. The new Wheelmap Blog offers different contact
possibilities, depending on if the user wants to help out and get involved or if he or she wants
to report a problem in using the Wheelmap. Because in the past the reporting of Wheelmap
bugs or user problems was done via a blank field in the contact form the information provided
by Wheelmap users was often not sufficient or understandable. A new form has been
created with specific questions, "forcing" the user to provide the information necessary in
getting behind and solving the problem.
Extended Wheelmap FAQs
Sozialhelden e.V. has been collecting all the questions that come in from users of Wheelmap
over the last two years. Based on these questions from the community, a completely revised,
very extensive FAQ section has been added to the Wheelmap website in German and
English. It is now even easier for people to get involved in Wheelmap, whether as a user or a
mapper, because they can quickly find the answers to nearly every conceivable problem they
might encounter. And for problems in the use of Wheelmap a new contact form has been
created, which makes reporting a bug or other problem very straight forward, thereby also
making it easier to solve the problem for Sozialhelden. When printed out the FAQs are now
an extensive handbook of 24 pages. In order for this volume of information not to be a
hindrance in finding what one is looking for, the questions are clustered into subject areas
and the answers to the questions only appear after one has clicked on the questions, see the
screenshot in Exhibit 81 below.
Exhibit 81: Extended Wheelmap FAQs
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Wheelmap Ambassador Programme
CAP4Access partner Sozialhelden has been actively approaching members of the
Wheelmap community asking them to become Wheelmap Ambassadors with the intention of
creating a broad network of active and motivated people who will help spread the word about
Wheelmap. A dedicated page on the Wheelmap blog addresses potential ambassadors.
Information about the current ambassadors, details about the program, suggestions for
various activities for promoting Wheelmap and accessibility topics supplement the
recruitment efforts being carried out through a variety of channels. CAP4Access partner ZSI
has been able to recruit an Ambassador in Graz.
Wheelmap Ambassador in Graz/Austria
Herbert Winterleitner is the organizer of the yearly “Day of Accessibility” event in Graz
where different disability organizations come together. ZSI was invited to Graz again in
2016 for the “Second Day of Accessibility”. At the 2016 event ZSI together with Herbert
Winterleitner organized an accessibility mapping project with a local school, the Medien
HAK in Graz together. At the final presentation in the city of hall of Graz in June Herbert
Winterleitner was officially announced as our first ambassador in Austria.

These activists will help to ensure the sustainability of the project in the pilot cities as the
Ambassadors will stay in touch with the Wheelmap team even after the completion of the
CAP4Access project.
During the Paralympics in Rio De Janeiro the Wheelmap and the Wheelmap Ambassador
programme were presented to a wide variety of potential partners by Sozialhelden. Some
very fruitful contacts were made, including the financial services company Allianz SE. These
contacts are being followed up to ensure that concrete action comes about in the near future.
One example of a very effective and creatively carried out ambassadorship comes from
Peru. The student organization Kipu LLaxta has been extremely active as ambassadors for
Wheelmap. With well planned mapping and awareness raising activities, radio and television
appearances and a translation of the official MapMyDay video into Spanish they are reaching
a wide audience. Currently they are running an awareness raising campaign asking people
on Facebook to post photos with statements about the importance of an inclusive and
accessible society, see the screenshot in Exhibit 82 below.
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Exhibit 82: Wheelmap Ambassadors in Lima, Peru

7.2.2 MyAccessible.EU website
The MyAccessible.EU website has had almost 12,000 visitors since its launch. In the last
year, German and Spanish language pages have been added to it, featuring specific news
about the German and Spanish pilot sites in Vienna and Elche/Valencia so that the
community in those places can read about local activities in their own languages. The
English news site has continued to publish blog posts about activities in the CAP4Access
project as well as about a some other projects that are not part of CAP4Access but that are
also active in raising awareness for accessibility. An example of this is an article about a
new, free accessibility guide to Rio De Janeiro published on the occasion of the Paralympics,
see below.
Exhibit 83: MyAccessible.EU website
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7.2.3 Twitter
Twitter continues to be a very valuable source of information regarding other, similar projects
and activities and as a channel for reporting about the CAP4Access activities and
accomplishments. The MyAccessible.EU Twitter account now has more than 730 followers
from around the world who regularly interact with our account. The account tweets about the
activities of the pilot sites, the consortium, the OSM and Wheelmap communities and about
activities of other, related projects.
Exhibit 84: MyAccessible.EU Twitter presence

7.2.4 MapMyDay and the Tourism Sector
Building on the huge success of 2015’s MapMyDay campaign for the International Day of
Persons with a Disability (see Deliverable D3.4), another campaign was held in 2016 for
World Tourism Day. The topic of this year’s Tourism Day was accessible tourism, so
involving mapping for Wheelmap was a natural way to become part of the Tourism For All
initiative. In cooperation with ENAT, the European Network for Accessible Tourism, people
were called upon to map places that are interesting for tourists in their cities. The MapMyDay
campaign was listed as one of the UNWTO (United Nations World Tourism Organization)
events for World Tourism Day60.
During the MapMyDay campaign more than 3,000 new places were added to Wheelmap with
the help of mappers around the world. The scale of 2016’s campaign was significantly
smaller than last year’s with regard to preparation time, resources invested, organizations
involved and outcome. It was decided quite spontaneously to try out the MapMyDay format
for World Tourism Day as its theme was perfectly suited to accessibility mapping. What was
learned from this year’s campaign is that the MapMyDay format is one that can be used
again and again for different occasions and on different scales with relatively little extra effort.
The format is suitable for very large scale campaigns as well as smaller, more spontaneous
ones, because the main elements have already been developed and can be deployed with
only small adaptations. The campaign website, as it was used last year, was launched in
seven languages. Because the preparation time and goals for this year’s Tourism For All
campaign were very different, five of the languages were disabled, leaving the website only
in English and German. Individual elements were replaced or updated; others, that were no
60

http://wtd.unwto.org/content/events-map-2016 (with the event site being listed as Berlin).
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longer relevant for this campaign were removed. The original MapMyDay campaign and its
tools were created with the idea of flexibility and scalability for the future. The smaller scale
MapMyDay campaign this year confirmed that this concept was successfully implemented.
Another example of how the MapMyDay sparked interest and how its format can be adapted
to even very small, local initiatives can be seen in the
case of the German city of Glücksburg. Accessibility
advocates were interested in associating their local
accessibility day with the MapMyDay worldwide
campaign so the campaign materials were customized
with the specific Glücksburg information.
This year’s campaign has brought a new range of
contacts from the tourism sector. One important new
contact is the World Travel and Tourism Counsel
(WTTC) which featured an interview with Sozialhelden
about Wheelmap and the MapMyDay campaign in their
October newsletter61.
ITB, which is the world’s largest trade fair on tourism,
will be partnering with Sozialhelden e.V. to bring greater attention to the importance of
accessible tourism during 2017’s fair. Consultations are taking place between the two
organizations and the ITB has already sent out a newsletter to its mailing list of visitors,
telling them about Wheelmap and the role it can play in furthering accessible tourism.
The experiences with the large scale mapping activities of MapMyDay are also being used in
various other widespread mapping events. The region of Böblingen in Germany is involving
20 schools and 850 students in a large scale awareness raising and mapping program with
Wheelmap lasting several months.
During the days of the most concentrated mapping activities a tremendous total of 3,367
places and 1,093 toilets in the region were marked according to their wheelchair
accessibility. As a result, there are now only very few places left in the region that are still
unmarked on Wheelmap. A new competitive aspect was added to this mapping activity, to
heighten the students’ motivation in taking part by enabling them to score points for their
“teams” – their classes. Statistics (cf. Exhibit 85) were kept not only on the number of places
marked, but also on other information that the participants added to the Wheelmap database
such as addresses, place names, house numbers etc. The students scored points for their
classes for every type of information they added as can be seen in the following segment of
the results table (each “user” listed in the table is an entire school class):
Exhibit 85: Wheelmap mapping results for Böblingen

61

https://www.wttc.org/tourism-for-tomorrow-awards/newsletter/2016/october-2016
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Given its success and added value in increasing the participants’ motivation and providing
valuable insights into their mapping behaviour, this gamification feature will be worked into
other mapping activities around Wheelmap in the future.
The IT company SAP carried out a widespread mapping activity with students from 400
schools in their “Science on Stage Network” for the EU code week with the aim of introducing
young people to the topic of accessibility in combination with the technical aspects of
collectively taking action.

7.3

Co-development and Piloting

All CAP4Access activities for awareness raising and collective action were developed in
collaboration with and with direct participation of representatives of the target end user
groups, including but not limited to the target communities in the four CAP4Access pilot cities
(see Del. 2.3 “Pilot report on all city sites”).
Raising awareness and carrying out collective action effectively are contingent on the
cooperation and the implicit co-development of many different actors. Three examples of
how this has taken place are: The World Tourism and Travel Council (WTTC), the world’s
only global organization that brings together all the major players in the tourism and travel
sector, approached the Wheelmap team with the offer to help raise awareness for Wheelmap
and the topic of accessibility in mainstream tourism. They featured Wheelmap in a blog post
on their website62 and subsequently invited Wheelmap to apply for the WTTC Tourism for
Tomorrow Award in order to raise awareness to a very large mainstream audience. (The
application for the prize is now under consideration). Another example is the Böblingen
mapping event mentioned in detail above, which involved 28 schools in the Böblingen region,
and had a very strong awareness raising component, was developed in cooperation with the
organizers of the municipality over the course of a whole year. A third example is the French
public transportation provider RATP which took the initiative to feature Wheelmap on their
website, to bring attention to accessibility and to promote the use of Wheelmap for collective
action63.
The table below lists the awareness raising activities undertaken in 2016, as announced at
the time of writing (end October 2016). All of these were used as opportunities to obtain input
from target audiences to further development of awareness raising strategies and
instruments. Note that mapping related activities listed in Exhibit 11 on page 20 were also
designed to raise awareness rather than merely as means to collect more tags in Wheelmap.
Exhibit 86: Sozialhelden Awareness Raising Activities in 2016
Date

Event

Organization

Location

Results

7/4/2016

Social Day

BGW
(Professional
association for
health care &
social care)

Hildesheim,
DE

Awareness raising targeting audiences that
deal with persons with disability as part of
their job

4/5/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

Beirat für
Menschen mit
Behinderung

Eutin, DE

Promotion for Wheelmap.org and mobile
ramps with flyers

62

http://www.wttc.org/tourism-for-tomorrow-awards/newsletter/2016/october-2016/

63

http://www.ratp.fr/fr/ratp/v_151097/wheelmap/
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Date

Event

Organization

Location

Results

5/5/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

Lebenshilfe im
Kreis Steinfurt

Steinfurt, DE

Promotion for Wheelmap.org with flyers

21/5/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

Bürgerwerkstatt
"Barrierearme
Gropiusstadt"

Berlin, DE

Accessibility day in the district Gropiusstadt
in Berlin, awareness raising and promotion
for mobile ramps and Wheelmap.org

15/6/2016

Presentation +
awareness
raising

Barrierefreies
Riedstadt

Riedstadt, DE

Health day in town, promotion for
Wheelmap.org with flyers

14/7/2016

Presentation +
discussion

private/ local
activists

Offenbach, DE Awareness raising with 30 participants.
Topic: "Achtung Barriere(frei?)! Mit dem
Rollstuhl unterwegs..."

30/8/2016

Wheelmap
presentation

Landkreis
Ansbach

Ansbach, DE

Introduction into Wheelmap.org to the
political local representatives. Community
committed to initiate a school mapping
project in 2017

7/10/2016

Codeweek
SAP SE
Kickoff,
employee event

Walldorf, DE

Introduction to Wheelmap.org and how
people can contribute; awareness raising
for accessibility (In planning: Mapping
event for international SAP offices)

Co-development was particularly relevant during creation of the MapMyDay campaigning
platform. The large number of the participating organisations and institutions were involved at
all stages of MapMyDay development and execution. The experience and feedback received
was subsequently used for revamping the Wheelmap blog as well as the Ambassador
programme.

7.4

Conclusions and Future Use

7.4.1 MyAccessible.EU website
The MyAccessible.EU website was created to report on the activities of the CAP4Access
project in a tone and manner that is attractive to a broader audience. After the end of the
CAP4Access project it would not make sense to carry on actively with writing for the site as
its specific purpose will have expired. But the broader purpose of raising awareness and
motivating people for collective action for more accessibility will be covered by the newly
expanded Wheelmap blog in English and German. In order for the information of the
MyAccessible.EU blog not to get “lost”, a number of the articles from the project website are
linked to from the Wheelmap blog http://news.wheelmap.org/en/#news.

7.4.2 Twitter
The MyAccessible.EU Twitter account will slowly be phased out after the end of the
CAP4Access project. A very large percentage of the organizations and individuals that are
relevant to the future work in awareness raising and collective action are also being followed
by the MapMyDay Twitter account - the MyAccessible.EU account having been the basis for
building up the MapMyDay account. It will be our aim to also bring as many relevant
MyAccessible.EU followers over to MapMyDay so that in total there will not really be anything
lost by phasing out the project’s Twitter account.
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7.4.3 Other awareness raising and collective action tools
The further development of new awareness raising features of Wheelmap, the English
Wheelmap blog, the international Wheelmap community activities, the MapMyDay campaign
and its variations, and the Wheelmap Ambassador program will be absorbed into the
Sozialhelden e.V. program. The boost that the participation in the CAP4Access project has
given to the awareness raising activities around Wheelmap have been instrumental in
making Wheelmap better known internationally. And, in making substantial strides towards
bringing the topic of accessibility and collective action to a wider audience.

8

Summary

Within the Collective Tagging task, two primary tools have been enhanced for this third
prototype: the Obstacle Tagging Service and the Sapelli data collection platform. Work
related to the Obstacle Tagging Service since the last prototype has focused on the
creation of Notes in OSM and the introduction of the ability to allow the marking of an
obstacle type when the obstacle is recorded, and a reason. Facilitating the project’s nontechnical end users providing such kind of information requires sophisticated considerations
about the overall process. It must be guaranteed that the ultimate information to be included
in OSM must be semantically and syntactically correct. This can only be checked by
someone knowledgeable of OSM technologies. Therefore, responsible partner University of
Heidelberg (UHei) created a system architecture including a professional middleman, who
will receive input in the form of free-text OSM Notes plus the selection of available categories
of obstacle types (e.g. surface, smoothness, kerb etc.) and reasons (e.g. cobblestone, rough,
6cm kerb height) from end users. This professional will then “translate” the end user’s
obstacle notification into valid OSM categories.
Further enhancements to the Sapelli platform, which allows to collect tags without internet
connection and subsequent transfer of tags on explicit request, or automatically, when
internet becomes available, have focussed on easier setup and integration with the
Community Maps platform of Mapping for Change. Firstly, an extension to GeoKey (the
backend database that supports Community Maps) was implemented to add direct support
for Sapelli. Within an update to the Sapelli app, functionality was added that allowed a user
to select the server which they would like to send data to, with the additional ability to set a
transmission schedule so that new (or unsent) data is automatically forwarded at regular
intervals.
After last year's implementation of the feature for tagging the accessibility of toilets in
Wheelmap, this year's new developments related to Wheelmap focussed on integrating
Wheelmap into two very widely used third party websites, ImmobilienScout24 and Gelbe
Seiten, the German Yellow Pages website. By making accessibility information directly
available on these sites, for all people who are looking up information (rather than only those
who seek specialist information e.g. for wheelchair users), the topic of accessibility is directly
brought into the mainstream.
With regard to the Participatory Sensing task, work has focused on one tool for “subjective”
participatory sensing, namely a sentiment mapping tool for location-based capturing of
emotional responses to places; and two tools for “objective” participatory sensing, namely an
extension to Wheelmap which allows semi-automatic capturing of accessibility data via
sensors included in next generation smart phones and tablets, and an app for automatic,
sensor-based capturing of data on sidewalk surface quality via current-generation smart
phones. The three tools have been co-developed to different degrees of maturity, based on
feedback obtained during piloting with participants of the end user target audiences. While
the sentiment mapper and the surface quality measurement tools are available in “proof-ofconcept” versions but would need additional effort to be able to be used by laypersons, the
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Wheelmap Tango feature has already been included in the standard Wheelmap app
available from appstores and installed of the smart phones of thousands of Wheelmap
activists throughout the world. As Tango becomes more widely available, users will be able
to immediately start measuring things using the Tango feature as the functionality is already
embedded and will automatically “switch on” when the tango sensors are detected.
The tools for assessment of OpenStreetMap Data Quality use open source technologies to
investigate what is the level of sidewalk data completeness in OSM data. Two different tools,
namely OSMatrix and the Quality Assurance Editor, have been extended for this purpose.
OSMatrix processes various attributes of OSM data and provides some aggregated statistics
of how much data is available in certain selected times (four times per year). This tool has
been extended to provide statistics about sidewalk information. The tool can be used to
assess OSM sidewalk data completeness in all European regions. Furthermore, in order to
check the sidewalk information for a selected object, the already available open source tool
called Quality Assurance Editor was extended. This tool allows users to check missing data
about sidewalks per object and further allows to edit and update the information directly into
OpenStreetMap. Therefore, the tool provides functionality of assessing as well as enriching
the quality of data in terms of its completeness. Another tool that has been developed is
called "Why is it routing this way?". This tool, which integrates into OpenRouteService, allows
users to check the completeness of OSM data regarding sidewalk attributes for a selected
route suggestion that has been provided by the routing engine. It helps in communicating the
lack of certain data to the user, so that s/he can understand why the routing service is
suggesting a longer path, in case a shorter route option exists and is neglected because lack
of certain sidewalk attributes in OSM database. We have invited users from OSM community
to test the tools and provide feedback on how we can improve them in the future.
The main work of the Data Integration Task in the reporting period started with an
evaluation of available elevation data from Vienna and London. First inspections of the data
sets proved that both would be suitable for deriving slope values with sufficient accuracy.
Practically, we had to start with one of the datasets, and the project consortium concordantly
decided for London. Eventually, however, these plans were abandoned in favour of another –
so far unforeseen – objective that had originated within the visualisation task. Users of the
visualisation interface had formulated a strong demand for being able to enter the name of a
city or region or any administrative area into a search field, and then directly being shown the
Wheelmap tags of the respective area. This also included the possibility to compute statistics
for administrative units. Following up this demand enforced mechanisms of uniquely
matching a given name with the desired location, then fetching the respective administrative
boundary as given in OSM, and presenting the so selected geographical area within the
rectangular map frame of the user interface together with the region’s statistical Wheelmap
tag data. As simple as it has been stated, this task turned out to be involve some surprising
particularities and complexity. The actual task was identifying and classifying the right
boundaries on the right administrative levels within OSM, and to import and in some cases
also repair incorrectly defined boundaries in order to insert the information into OWH. In
order to allow efficient queries to OWH, we created mechanisms of storing statistical data
with the boundaries. Due to the continuous updates of OSM we then also had to establish
corresponding updates to the statistical data stored within OWH.
The Routing and Navigation algorithms utilise the Heidelberg-based, publicly available
OpenRouteService (ORS), which itself runs on top of OSM. The achieved routing
functionality has progressed in various ways in this reporting period. The wheelchair profile
has now global coverage. Furthermore, kerb data, particularly the kerb data that had been
integrated in the Data Integration Task by Fraunhofer in the previous reporting period, is now
considered during any wheelchair route computation. In this respect, the user is able to
specify the maximum height of kerb he feels comfortable with. Moreover, routing on a
separate network that includes sidewalks has been implemented and could be
demonstrated. This is accompanied by the activities to allow routes to cross open spaces,
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such as market squares or plazas, rather than routing on their outline. In order to activate the
community to contribute relevant data, we have documented all necessary tag information in
the OSM Wiki. We have invited users for testing and improved ORS based on user feedback
(cf. the respective section for details).
Within the MyAccessible.EU Navigation App, functionality has been added which
integrates with the Obstacle Tagger service (Collective Tagging). By integrating the tagging
functionality into the navigation app, users no longer have to switch between apps when an
obstacle is encountered during a navigation process, and the information recorded can be
immediately taken into account to regenerate a new route. Additional efforts have been
placed on the server side of the navigation service aiming at improving the suitability of the
landmarks identified for routing instructions, and the Android app has seen enhancements to
reduce interference by loss of GPS signal.
One of the major functional improvements achieved within the Visualisation task was the
unique identification of a geographical area by typing its name, supported by OSM name
resolver Nominatim, then retrieving the area by selection of its administrative border, and
maintaining tagging statistics of administrative borders in OWH. The effort related to the
handling of administrative borders and keeping statistics for them has been described within
the Data Integration task in this deliverable, as per se it has no visual component. The
second major improvement of the visualisation dashboard eliminated the biggest flaw of the
old interface: when a user started to change the visible geographical area of the map by
panning or zooming operations, this automatically started the computation of tagged objects
for the new area. Not only this computation of the number of objects but also the statistical
graphs and their placements on the map had to be computed again. In cases where the user
had not yet reached the “final” destination of his pan or zoom operations, further panning or
zooming was disabled by the internal computations. The initial intention of keeping pace with
the user’s manipulations of the map could not be resolved in practice. The conclusion was
that the user must explicitly tell the system “I’m ready now”. Hence, the system will only start
computing after receiving an explicit signal from the user by way of the so-called GO-button.
Exhibit 87: Matrix of CAP4Access WP3 Tasks and Tools
Previously New
existing tool tools
Tagging

Wheelmap

Sensing
Quality
assessment
Data
Integration

Routing &
Navigation

Visualisation

Awareness
Raising
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OSMatrix

PoI-Checker

Community Map



Sapelli Platform (MfC)



# Sentiment Mapper (UCL)
# Wheelmap Tango App
(Sozialh.)

Wheelmap

OpenRoute-Service
ORS

Open Street Map
(OSM)

Routing & Navigation Tools
(UHei)

Obstacle Tagging Tool
(UHei)
Sidewalk Sensing Tool
(IAIS)

# OSMatrix-4Q (UHei)
# More Attributes (UHei)
# for all Europe



# Kerb Data Integrator (IAIS)
# Slope Data Integrator
(Method, IAIS)
# Administrative
Boundaries (IAIS)



# My Accessible.EU
navigation tool (UHei)
#Reachability Analysis
(UHei)
# R&N using dropped kerb
data (UHei)
# Landmark-based
navigation (UHei)
# R&N using sidewalks
(UHei)

OpenRoute
Service



Wheelmap,
Community Map,
GeoTemCo



Offline Mapper,
Wheelmap goes to
school, Wheelmap
Ambassador



Quality Assurance Editor
(UHei)

# Viz-Dashboard (IAIS)
# Usability

# OWH - OSM Wheelmap
History (IAIS),
# Offline Statistics (IAIS)
# Online Statistics
(Ranking, Comparison)

# Region Statistics tool
(IAIS)
#
MapMyDay (SH)
# Revamped Ambassador
programme & activist blog
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Expanding the awareness raising activities around the use of Wheelmap, implementing the
MapMyDay format in several new variations and actively recruiting Wheelmap ambassadors
are among the developments that have helped to boost visibility of Wheelmap worldwide and
to promote use over the last year. Building on the huge success of 2015’s MapMyDay
campaign for the International Day of Persons with a Disability, another campaign was held
in 2016 for World Tourism Day in close collaboration with ENAT, the European Network for
Accessible Tourism. The Wheelmap Blog was completely revamped in order to make it more
informative, attractive and easier to use, and ultimately, to improve communication with the
Wheelmap community. The new Blog, which also features FAQs carefully tailored to the
needs of activists based on Sozialhelden’s experience in recent years, has been designed to
enable third parties to carry out accessibility related activities and events by themselves. Due
to all these efforts Wheelmap now has surpassed the mark of 715,000 tagged places and
continues to grow steadily.
In the table in Exhibit 87 the text in red colour indicates the newly developed tools and
features in each of the seven “technology strands” of the project and the main platform on
which they have been launched, in addition to the tools developed in the earlier reporting
periods.
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